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IE I

general is a very pertinent one.

list only lias the recent

"crime wave” in the United States brought the problem of de
linquency to the fore from the standpoint of public concern,
but frcaa a scientific standpoint the problem is a very live
one.

fhe recent prison mutinies, 1tie overcrowded conditions

which .added to the Ohio prison horror , the discussions- of
crime in relation to the popular prohibition issue when added
to the apparent youth of our criminal offenders, as evidenced
in much popular discussion of crime, present one of the most
pressing social problems with which our generation has to cope*
fhe established order of things in legal circles at their
best certainly is not of a nature to deal sympath etically and
wisely with youth*

Hi© legal mind is not one to Inquire into

the ndeities of cause and to try to remedy the cause, dealing
with the offender in a way to make him a better eltisea*

Be—

habilltation has never been the primary aim of our legal and

If any, result from a curative standpoint*

Hi© newer scientific

approach to criminology has- been popularized .In Sunday' supple-'
ments-and feature- articles which have put this abroach in the
category of news and probably rightly so from the standpoint of
rarity*

The idea that a criminal is not just a criminal to be

treated purely by punitive measures is of the same type of news
as is- the .proverbial case .of 'the men who b it the- 'dog*

The

opprobrium which has traditionally been applied to adult and
child alike in a majority of instances and the old theory of
punishment, "an eye for an ©yet a tooth for a tooth", has been
the- philosophy of society as a. Whole toward those who have been
-caught breaking its laws*
Our society is now face to face with a new era in crimin
ology:

the era of prevention*

Seemingly the best methodology

lie s in the field of the proper care of juvenile delinquents*
Hence any properly conducted study of the care of delinquent
children has scientific value even though as in many cases only
p u r i t y negative conclusions can be drawn*
Delinquency Among Uegroes* In his article "The Negro
Criminal--© Statistical tot©"' Mr* Thorsten Soilin',. assistant
professor of -sociology a t the University of Pennsylvania, says:
"Practically a ll writers, Negro or white, who have studied
the question of Negro criminality have admitted the existence
of sn apparently higher crime rate for the Negro than for the
white. Booker T* Washington, Bub©is, Work, and others, have
frankly agreed that their race has contributed a disproportion
ately large number of arrests, defendants, and prisoners. The
same- opinion has been expressed by whit© writers, such as
Willcox, Stone, Odum, M c C o r d , to ile r, and others, and recent

to tal population according to the 1920 census, furnished
24.4$ of the arrests*

The same ■
year' the- Degrees of Pittsburg

showed as arrest rate 2.15 times as high as that o f the whites*
©ie ratio to Detroit during the f ir s t six months of 1920 was
5*99 per tea- thousand Begroes as compared with 1 per. ten
thousand whites * Similar conditions exist im such southern
states as Berth Carolina and Alabama as evidenced by the court
records in such states*

Irofessor Sellin concludes on page 55,

nT%m; following- conclusion can he drawn from the above date.
All proportions being guarded.,- the Hegro seems to be more,
frequently in. contact with agencies of criminal Justice than
the white. ^
This study is no place for a discussion of causes; neither
is i t a place for further sta tistic a l data illustrating the
criminal ra te -among negroes.

I f the problem of -delinquency is

of pressing importance -as- i t relates- to the population in
general -that' importance Is greatly magnified ms i t relates to
the Hegr©' to particular*
ytrgjnia Oomnared With Other States.

Bargaret Beeves in

her recent hook nfraining Schools for Del inquent Girls” says
on page 89:
nTb.e eight schools caring exclusive for colored girls and
having* staffs c^i^osed entirely of colored workers are a ll
situated in southern states, or where the point of view is
distinctly southern, The best, known i s the Virginia Industrial
T"5he Annals of The American Academy of Political and
Social Science* m * CSXSX* *Tbe American Pegre*
Philadelphia, Hovember 1928, p*52.

School for Colored Girls of which Mrs* Janie Porter Barrett is
superintertdant* Uh© quality of the work done there as a whole
compares favorably of that of the best schools for white girls

-

Ifas* Arthur F# Falconer was sent by the Fosdiek Commission
'to investigate. a l l the schools fear delinquent girls in the
United States storing the World War as part of' on attempt to in?*'
prove conditions about the training camps*-

Mrs# Falconer made-/

an extensive survey of the Virginia Industrial School for Be1inquent Negro Girls and reported back to the- Commission:
n% have visited a l l such institutions and I find that money
which the Covernment has expended through the Peak School for
wayward colored girls has produced the largest resultst and has
been the most efficiently administered, of any funds which the
Government has appropriated for like purposes anywhere in the
Baited- States*11”
A study as- to tbs reason for Virginia*© leadership in th is
field is well worth while*

Virginia may well be proud of the

place which i t now occupies in the care of delinquent Negro
gill©*

I t is, then, with the importance of delinquency in

general and of delinquency among Negroes in particular in mind,
and with a special consciousness of the very excellent piece of
work which .has been done in Virginia in this- respect that the
foliewiag study is- undertake*definition of ferms.:
For the purpose of this study the words of its t i t l e seem
to need definition in order to clarify their use herein.

The

need for such definition is quite apparent when one reads the
literature on this and kindred subjects and sees the variety of
uses of' various words*

1 Margaret Reeves, Training Schools for Delinquent Girls,
Now York, 1929, Bassel Sage Foundation.
2 The Southern Workman, August 1920', p. 326.

£*hsftw

Acts of 1922+ an act to amend and re-enact

sections 1905 to 1922+ inclusive, -of the Code of' Virginia
defines for legal purposes the types of delinquency which shall
he considered sufficient to legally charge a juvenile with do*

"See* 1908# For the purpose of this chapter, the words,
•delinquent child’ shall include a ehIM under eighteen years
of ago who-*
"Violates a law of this State or a city , town or county
ordinance; or
"Is incorrigible; or
"Is a persistent truant from, school; or
"Habitually associates with vagrants, criminals or reputed
criminals, or vicious or immoral persons; or
"Is an habitual loafer or vagrant; or
"Uses habitually intoxicating liquor as a beverage, or who
uses opium, cocaine, morphine, or other similar drug without
the direction of a competent physician; or
"Frequents a disorderly house or house of i l l fame; or
"Frequents a gambling-house- or place where gambling device
is operated; or
"Habitually and ■without restraint uses or writes or circu
lates v ile , obscene, vulgar, profane or indecent language, or
Is guilty of acts of moral perversion*"
Such cumbersome definition may well be needed to- satisfy
, the requirements of legal machinery, but for ■
the purposes of
this study it is not felt'-that such a -defining Is necessary or
even workable* Much of the language of the act Itse lf is not
■dear; for instance, witness the many uses- of the word "in
corrigible"*

Margaret- Beeves defines delinquent children,

"Children who commit acts which would be counted as crime if
the offenders were adults, or whose conduct is such as to ex
pose them to the lia b ility of becoming' vicious or depraved*
fhe above definition by Miss Beeves seems to the writer to be
a more workable definition and shall herein define his use of

Rioting further f rom Bee* 1906 o f the amended Bede as

"'The words ’dependent child’ shall lae-m a child tinder
eighteen years of age, who is homeless or- destitute or ■
■
dependent on the public for support; or whose parents, for
good cause, desire to be relieved of Its care and custody or
who is without parent or guardian able to provide for its
support, training and education, and is unable to maintain
himself by lawful employment, except such children as are
herein defined as ’neglected’ ©r ’delinquent’*
"The words ’neglected child’ shall moon a child under
-eighteen years ©f age;
.*
"W
ho is
abandoned by both parents; or i f one parent Is
dead, by the
survivor, or by
his guardian; or
"Who has no proper parental care or guardianship; or
"Who habitually begs or
receives alms; or
"Who is
found living in
a house of i l l fame orwith
vicious of disreputable persons; or
"Whose home,, by reason of neglect, cruelty or depravity
on the part of Its parent, guardian or other person in whose
care i t may bo, Is an unfit place for such child; or
"Whose parents or guardian refuse, when able to do so, to
provide medical surgical or other remedial care necessary for
Its health -or well-being; or
"Whose- -parents or guardian permit such child, if' under
the age of sixteen,, to engage in any occupation or calling de
fined by the child labor law as dangerous to the l i f e -or limb
or injurious to the- health or morals of such child#"
The above definitions for dependent and neglected
children will serve the purposes- of th is s tudy.
of practical usage, there is

210

As a matter

real need for defining the

terms except:,., perhaps, as a .matter of protection to the dependent
or neglected child, and due to an unfortunate and unfair stigma
attached to the word delinquent-.

The theory -of new .legislation

is that children are neither innocent nor guilty of crime.

The

theory la: teat if a -child needs tee: protection and cure of the
state to prevent him from crime, i t Is the duty of the state to
give anoh protection and eare.

tee- Virginia Industrial School,

for Begro dir is was founded by a group of private citizens for
the purpose -of caring' ter' delinquent girls .

The- state,,, sine©

i t took over the instl-teflon, has made if a practice to admit

neglected and dependent girls ■
--admitted are those, who have- beam
commit led for delinquency In, some term..
?■

"Institutional Care" shall refer to any measures taken on
behalf of the child after the child has been duly committed to
the Industrial -School _at Beak, ' Virginia, and up-to the time
the child is properly graduated from the care of that school.
I t shall,, than, include tee parole and post-parole history of
\

the child*
The term;, "Negro Girls", shall be- taken to mesa,any girls
who have been so ajudicated by' the law or juvenile courts of
th is state, whether: the girl' .possesses' the so-called "dis
tinguishable trace" or not.

Included la tee. s ta tis tic s is •'tee

case of one girl, who was at- one time committed to the school at
Boa Air for white del inquest g irls, was paroled, taken into
custody by the authorities, and committed- to the school at Beak
as a Megre*

tee- child had- been abandoned as an infant -and had

been brought,up,. If one can dignify her subsequent history as
■up-bringing, in such a- way teat tea had had no contact' with.
-either race which would; give her a sense of oneness.

I t was im

possible for the court: to apply my crite ria sufficiently
scien tific to determine her' racial identity*-

Any mention of

Negro girls which refers to any not so ajudicated, shall refer
to those bearing ,tbe "distinguishable- trade"*
Factors Influencing the Problem:
There are three separate groups of factors which bear upon

teg law* affecting the care of delinquent cfeiJdren*

The

Juvenile court, t h e State Board of Oharities and Collections,
■and the State Board of Public Welfare must be mentioned as
bearing directly upon the problem*
•03?s.

The second group of fact-.

be- called extra*stat© agencies and include, Mrs. iaaie

Porter Barrett, the founder of the school and i t s present
sup©rintundent.* If a real history of the school were to be
wyltbm, it. would be a history of this remarkable woman*

tee

Virginia. State federation of Colored W
omen'#s Clubs, certain
whit© women in Virginia, and cert ate. outside- agencies and
individual a, a ll have played their part at one time or another
in -a more, or .less dramatic manner in the movement to provide
adequate care: for delinquent ilegro girls In Virginia*-

The- third

factor which forces Itse lf lute the discussion is public
opinion as i t bears both upon the- whole attitude toward de
linquency In general and as i t also bears upon these special
g irls because of their race*Juvenile courts had in 1928 been established In a ll cities
and in a ll counties except Dinwiddle, Highland, Isle of Wight,
g>
:iUstelia,, Mecklenburg and Bappahannock* ' In 1914 they had been
established i n m

few c itie s and counties and their effect had

1 It is f e lt by the writer that there is an excellent field
for research on the question of race attitudes and mental
conflict* Such ©tody would be expensive but very worth
while and probably startling in. i t s findings*
z Public Welfare lairs of Virginia, 1988, tee State Depart**
w m it of Public Welfare*

been rapidly accepted to
such an extent that today wo

as a

part of our l i f e , hat i t was only fifteen years age in the city
of Mewpert Mews that an eight

qM

child « s sentenced to

serve a ir months in Jail*
fflstericaily* the crown has

a long

patriae and has e&eroised its
great seal.

So in e<p.lty the child has long bees considered

a ward of the state and th resh

rights were involved
was well established*

.At ccsmon law* minors

hare been recognized as occupying a favored position though i t
was eacerefsod l a t e l y in the matter of protection*

Children

seven years of age in common law were held incapable of
a crime*

"Sbereiere, our Juvenile courts derive their

authority fro m ancient sources in equity and by extending, the
age limit from seven to eighteen i t is possible to ^conceive of
the duty of the state as being only widened*

As quoted from

Flexner and Oppenheimer in Public Welfare Saws of Virginia,
the theory of the Juvenile court is made plain:
"While many of the methods used by Juvenile courts, and the
conception of having a distinct court devoted to the interests
of one class* were unknown in the common taw, nothing was more
familiar to those who practiced before common law Judges than
the idea that a certain class of offenders were to be tried by
different standards: -and before different tribunals* ^Benefit
of Clergy* was the. refuge of the

community; the Juvenile court is the refuge of the most help
less*
"The basic conceptions which distinguish Juvenile courts
from other courts cam bo briefly suMarized* .Children are to
be dealt with separately from adults* ^heir cases are to be
heard at a different time and, preferably* in a different
place; they are to be detained in separate buildings, and* if
institutional guidance is necessary, they are to be committed
to institutions for children* *Through its probation off icers
the court can heap in constant touch with the children who
have appeared before it* Taking children from their parents
is, when possible, to be avoided; bn the other hand, parental
obligations are to be enforced. The procedure of the court
must be as informal as possible* ‘ Its purpose is not to
punish but to save* I t is to deal with children not as
criminals but as persons in whose guidance and welfare the State
is peculiarly interested* Save in the cases of adults, its
jurisdiction is equitable, not criminal, in nature**3*
Hence, in juvenile courts i t is not fe lt that the child
should be treated as criminal but is to be taken to a place
where a citizen who, for want of a better name, is called
"Judge* is given the benefit of the best medical, psychological,
psychiatric, and other advice in his task of guiding the child
and preventing the child from being victimized or misguided*
The mechanics of the juvenile court are too familiar to need
exposition here*

Juvenile court laws are anything but uniform

and are probably nowhere ideal*

A few salient features of the

Virginia law as applied to the juvenile courts should be
sufficient*

In Virginia I t is provided {See* 1045, Acts of

1932) that the council of cities of more than 25,000 inhabitants
shall set up the machinery for a juvenile and domestic relations
court In the city, provided that in cities of 25,000 to 100,000
the civil or police court judge may be so appointed*

The judge

appointed as. designated above must act in conference with the
Commissioner of Public Welfare in certain matters and is thus,
^ Public Welfare Laws of Virginia, p* 34*

m
at this time, a t least, givan the benefit of aid f m m one wMe*
ly experienced in the care and handling of juveniles and one
who is interested in the: welfare of the state rather than eonearned with legal teehnioaiiti es•
I t is further provided that {See* 1954-a, Acts of 1922)
the circuit court of cities of loss than 25,000 population, or
the corporation court i f there ha no circuit court, and the
-circuit court of any county shall- appoint a judge- of the
juvenile and domestic relations court as prescribed above*

In

case a city of 25, 000 or more and an ad joining county or
d istric t wish to join in the matter of proriding a court of
this special nature, they may do so under section 1953-1 of the
act cited above*
The juvenile court in Virginia has jurisdiction in the
cases of children under -eighteen years of age in handling de
linquency, dependency, and neglect as described on pages fire,
six, and seven of this study and under such restrictions and
-exceptions' as are laid down.
As in the fields embracing other sciences, the field of'
public welfare has undergone a series of changes.

These

changes hare been marhed by experimentation just as in law and
in medicine although the public is- generally less familiar with
the- evolution of data pertaining- to public welfare*period of welfare was essentially one of care*

The earliest

This period has

been supplemented by a period of cure, and we are now in the
period of control and are, at least theoretically, facing the
period of prevention*

To quote from page seven,, Public Welfare

institutions, the Ja-.il and the almshouse, which for two
hundred years formed a large part of the background of the
charities and corrections* The system of poor re lie f, similar
to England ’&, was early instituted,# in 1769 the -first state
hospital in America for the insane was built at Willlamsburg,
and from that beginning a vast system of state charitable and
correctional institutions has grown, consisting of four
hospitals for the insane, two colonies for the feeble-minded,
four industrial schools for Juvenile delinquents, a
penitentiary, a state farm for felons, a state farm for defect*
lve misdemeanants, a system of convict road camps, sanitaria,
schools, etc #
'
,
"In order to give a degree of coordination to the system,
the Assembly, in 1908, created the State Board of Charities
and Correct ions# In 1922 a reorganisation was effected which
changed the Board of Charities and Correct ions to the State
Board of Public Welfare, providing, in addition, for a state*
wide system of local welfare units, consisting of Juvenile and
domestic relations courts, boards of public welfare, and
superintendents of public welfare*
"Paralleling this, certain other welfare laws, constituting
one of the foremost social codes in America, was enacted.tfX
toe of the important functions of the Board of Public Wei*
fare is that of officially visiting and Inspecting the various
institutions under its control*

It is provided that visits

shall be made at least every six months to the industrial schools
and that visits shall be made by at least two members#
The Children’s Bureau of the board is provided for in Sec.
1902-lc#

In this section the board is "Authorised and empowered

to create a Children’s Bureau****subjeet to the control of the
board, (and It) shall have general supervision of the interests
and welfare of the mentally defective, dependent, delinquent
and neglected children of Virginia #"S The bureau shall
establish suitable receiving and detention fa c ilitie s for the

handling of committed children and is further authorized to
make a careful physical and mental examination of every child.
\

thought within its Jurisdiction and also to make proper and
helpfully detailed investigation into the personal and family
history of the child and to place the child in such family,
home,: or Insti tutlon as i t .shall Judge to- be best suited to
the cur# of such case#

The effect of such provision will be

noted later under another section devoted to the types of com
mitment records received a t the Beak school with the chiM.
-Outside Agencies:
The history of the ear# of delinquent Wegro g irls In
Virginia i s so closely tied up with and la so int imately a
part of the very nature and the work of -Sirs# lanle Porter
Barrett that i t is difficult to write this history without giv
ing- an extended- account of this extraordinary woman#

A sketch

of' Mrs* Barrett’s life- would have- to begin with her- upbringing
in the "big house" in Georgia where her mother was the nurse ©f
the family and where Mrs,# Barrett’s early li f e was influenced
by the cultural advantages, ©f contact with the finest of the
South#

She was consequently enabled to take with her to

Hampton a cultural endowment much richer than that afforded
most entering students at that institution,: particularly ia its
earlier days#

#

After her graduation from Hampton she was married to a
young man who upon his graduation from the school had gone to
work in the school offices and who was later to become cashier
and head accountant at the school and whose work for the school

■®m In the mirrouMlng c-OMunlty Is s t i l l held mg to the youth
of the community as the ideal toward which to strive*

This

remarkable young couple b u ilt a house for themselvas In the
town- o f Hampton and i t was- there and almost limBsaiateLy after
their .marriage that they 'started the- locust street Settlement
work‘d le b was destined to play so important a part lit the
m m m m .itf life- of Hampton

which excited so -widespread an

inferest and praise# - toe phase of Mrs* Bafreit*s work was am
emphasis on the rehabilitation of ehlldrea caught in the to ils
for misdemeanors, and the placing of such children in surround
ings which would serve to educate the children away from the
results -of their' -early and unfortunate environment*

The history

of the Locust Street settlement work would serve -well as the
topic- for a study of the nature of this one*

I t has been

commented upon from the' human interest standpoint on various
occasions,, notably In the tT
Survey”, the Southern Workman,iVoi* XXXIII, No* 7}, and Hampton Leaflet, A Palace of Delight,
191b*
I t was out -of this sett Lament work with, it s multi tude of
problems and experiences that the- -Idea sprang*.

Let Mrs* Barrett

espialn something of the- part played by the Virginia State
federation of Colored Womenfs Clubs, although one gathers from
ascertainable sources that the action of the federation was the
action of Mrs. Barrett working through the medium of other
women of her race-:
t?There were two reasons why the Virginia Industrial school
me- established. One was that the Virginia state federation of

the -fl&ticn&l Association of Colored Women of which i t become a
part;, the other was that our federation wanted to do something
very definite, not only to improve Negro womanhood, hut to make
our state a better place in which to live.****
^Bendering service, climbing to a higher plane of citizenship-, and liftin g those farthest town, was what the women of the
Virginia Federation hat in mind when they started out to
establish the Virginia Industrial School, At that time there
was no place except Jail for a colored g irl who f e ll into the
hands of the law; so there was no question about the need for
such an institution*
nA farm was selected, the f ir s t payment was made* and we
gave ourselves five years to pay the whole e©st,**l***x
In the meantime, Just when those women probably needed as
at no other time the goad of some flagrant Incident, occurred
the- case, of the eight year old colored, g irl in Newport News
who -was sentence to- six months in Jail as above referred to*
The details of this important ease will later be given.
To le t Mrs* Barrett continue with the Incidents of the
founding of the'school in order to show the. further part played
by the colored women in Its founding and to show the invaluable
aid given by certain white women in the state who for cortain,
reasons and for- the purposes #f this paper will be le f t un
named:
f,At our next meeting in lime the women brought a l l the
money needed to finish paying for the farm* The charter was
granted and the school opened in the old farmhouse that was
purchased with the farm, Kvery woman gave until she could
feel it* Our Federation is not made up of women of means and
X knew at what cost they had raised #5500 and I also knew that
unless, help -001110 . from seme outside source they would not have
the courage to go on* The more- some of us thought about It
the more convinced we were that cooperation among a ll women
ought to include the white women, and m the Virginia Federation
acted upon this conviction*”!
fiie Federation women wanted the -State to give an appropri
ation fo r the support of the school« They were fold that
Address delivered a t the Hampton Anniversary* April £5,
1936.

Virginia had never given i t s money to women to spend and they
certainly would mot give i t to colored women, i t mattered mot
1
how worthy the- cause,
"The legislators, advised them to get a
hoard of white women and some-- white mem who .knew something
about business | but Mrs*- Barrett knew -that i f the- school was to
be a success i t would have to be managed by both white and
colored ■
men and women*.

The president of the Federation appeal

ed to a white friend.-with whom she had worked In, community
efforts In her- home- town-,, to secure the white members of the
board and she finally consented to undertake it*
am easy task*

It was not

She applied to- -many who wrote the-most

beautiful letters of regret but said they found i t impossible
to serve*

Finally her husband -said, ”W
liy don*! you give this

thing upt

You knew white people are not going to serve on a

board with colored people,” -and -she said,- W
Xknew there are
white people in Virginia who will do i t and X am not going to
stop until I find them”— and she did find them*
The woman who had got the white members for the board was
elected .president^-- s i then there was- a- fight for the appropri
ation*

The president of the -Board of Managers and the- president

of tiie State Bederat,Ion started- out to raise-money for the. f ir s t
building* ‘The Misses Stewart of Blchmond gave the first- #£-,000
toward i t ;

Nearly a ll the rest of the money was given-by friends

in the North that Hampton Institute made i t possible for them to
reach*

The Federation president consulted the Bussell Bag©

Foundation as to the kind of buildings needed*
* Southern Workman, August, 1926, p. 556

Hampton Institute

m
allowed its superintendent of construction to t o f plans and
supervise the building free of charge •

A year from the time

the Institution, opened in the farmhouse, an up-to-date brink
building with a ll modern improvements ms dedicated and twentyfive g irls, who never had a chance, were started on the road
to- better citizenship#
Thus the factors which have f m m time to time borne upon
this school and most particularly in i t s earlier days have been
.shown in Iheir relation to the founding and early operation of
the school#

The amounts of financial aid and backing accruing

to the school from different sources will be found in appendix
A*

The Board of Directors of the school both before and after

the time ‘when i t was taken over by the state has always con
tained the names of some of the most substantial and socially
minded people in the state#

I t is natural that -such- a. worth

while work, lead by such a woman as Mrs# Barrett, should.
»

attract to i t the help and guidance which i t has secured not
only from 'the white- and ‘Colored people of Virginia but also the
financial -aid of people- in the Horth#

At one- time the- building

program was aided to the amount of $20,000 by the Fosdick
Commission.
While the- scientifically trained have for some years now
been looking at the case of juvenile delinquency as was out
lined on pages 13 and 14 of this study, the vestigial remains
of the oM point of view is held by the majority#

As in the

ease of a ll culture lags, the skeletal remains of the medieval
theory of punishment overshadows in the minds of the public

the newer curative measures being practiced quite generally
now#

The job of moulding and enlightening public opinion in

relation to delinquency will, no doubt, be a long and tedious
one.

Until the idea that a child has a freedom of choice be

tween right and wrong and has the perspective and the point of
view to judge wisely his or her acts, has been thoroughly dis
pelled, the job of those dealing with delinquent children must
ever be one of combatting an adverse and unsympathetic public
opinion.

The problems connected with probation and parole are

made much more difficult by this factor which looms so largely
in our mores #
The work a t Beak is further complicated by the fact that
these g irls are of the Negro race and are, therefore, subject
to a l l the infirmities attached to that race.

The effects of

the opinion of the dominant group upon the impres s ionable
youth of the weaker group are manifold#

Certainly one of the

strong impelling motives which serve to make a person conform
to his environmental conditions, which make man accept the
meres and folkways of the social order with which he is surround
ed and with which he is supposed to have a sense of oneness is
the very fact that he is supposed by the others of his group to
conform to those conditions#

One of the stamps of our culture,

theoretically at least, is respect for the law per so. such
respect, though, springing at least partly from the idea that
conformity is expected rather than nonconformity.

From an

intimate association with Negroes of various culture levels
over a period of years, and through conversation upon the point

with various d e e p thinking members of that race, the writer is
thoroughly oonwtnced that if the white w
Hegro* he would get it*

expected more of the

In ease he did not get i t , i f he used

|he white m r t:s yardstick In measuring the consequences, the
whole' standard of Hegro conduct would he raised to a surprisingextent*
Wm- problem .of jUTrenlla delinquency .among Megre girls is
thus complicated by this dotibia racial standard*

‘fhe writer

does not mean to imply that a ll or nearly a l l of the delinQuency
is due to th is lower standard hat: simply wishes to- stress •the
fact which at once becomes apparent to one is at a ll intimately
associated with the-problem that this ^teal standard is a. potent
but apparently unmeasurable factor In the causes of delinquency

establishment of the school at Peak there were In Virginia no
places available for delinquent Hagpm girls, no matter how
tender their years, except the ja ils .

Perhaps the case of the

child already mentioned ms not a t a l l typical but i t Is
symptomatic of a condition, which prevailed,*-

Mrs;. Barrett told

the story of the child very well a t Hampton Institute on April
33, 1936, and the story is perhaps best told in her words:
l i t t l e g irl eight years old was sentenced in the
court of Mewport M
ews- toaerv© six .months In jail# When I saw
an 'account of I t in the .Bally Press I called up the judge and
asked him i f ha would allow me to be responsible for the child
and le t her spend the six months in the Weaver Orphanage Home
in Hampton• fhe judge asked who was speaking* I said,
’Mrs* Barrett** At that time I did not know that there was a
very prominent white woman living in Newport Mews by the same
name, so without any hesitancy the judge s a lt, *Yesf * I asked
If I might come for her at once* He said no ( it w%s Saturday
afternoon) but I could get her' Monday morning; so I had to be
contented to- wait* . ’
"When the court opened Monday morning I was there, with
the head of the Weaver Heme, but the judge seemed to change his
mind when he saw me. He asked what was the name of the g irl 1
had come for* 1 said, fI don*t know, but surely there is only
one child eight years old serving a sentence* , which was ex
actly the wrong thing to sayl fhe judge raved, saying he had
nothing to do with bringing criminals into court and if women
looked after their children as they should, they would not have

to ©dm© into the courts, etc* in the meantime the l i t t l e g irl
was brought in, m id In that crowded courtroom filled with a ll
sorts and conditions of men, she looked hardly six years old*
Before X knew I t 1 said, fIs this the baby that is to serve
six months in ja il? 1 which of course, was the wrong thing
agaimi And then the judge said, ’X have no right to give yon
this child* X-don’t know who yon are** X ©aid, ’Judge, Xmay
not'be the right one to have the-, child, but X am certainly
better than the j a i l ** ’Well,f he said, ’You’l l have to adopt
her*’ I said, ’X don’t want to adopt her* X have children of
my own, but I do want to save Virginia the disgrace of making
a baby like this serve a sentence** Xnever have known just
what the judge did, but when X le f t the courtroom X took the
child with me*’’
fhe Beltocuent tolld to be Bdncated Away‘'from- Her Bellncuency*-

fb© institution a t Beak began its lif e unhindered

by any binding misconceptions, and pre judices*
factor in its favor*

I t had that

Mrs* Barrett and osiers who were instru

mental in starting the work wore not versed to the methodology
■of juvenile- delinquency but w ith er were they handicapped by
legal, racial, or social prejudices; and Mrs* Barrett had, in
addition to her natural equipment which included a keen
sympathy and understanding, a fine intellectual equipment, a
faith in human nature,, and an ability to handle and get along
with people,; a complete willingness- to- learn*

too concept upon

which the work of toe school was started was a firm belief that
the children who were admitted were not nbadn but were to need
of a proper sort of education*

I t was recognised that toe

educating of these girls would be extremely difficult as i t
would be necessary to iron out wrinkles of years standing*

Xt

was f e l t , though, that through reeducation much could be done
i f toe g irls were properly appealed to and properly treated*
With these aims and beliefs in view the -school was ■started
in to© old famhotise which stood upon the farm bought by the

at the school as related By Mrs* Barrett will serve to
•illu strate the emmmn. d e n s e used in handling the g irls and
will show some of the rigors- of the earliest' pioneer work#
§ m of the earliest oases,, related Mrs*. Barrett,: was of a g irl
arrested in Richmond as- being disorderly#

the child had been

reared in the- country and was o n e of' a large family of
children*

She had gone to Biehmond to work without any friends

in t h e city -and i t was only a short time before- she was running
the streets in ’bad company*
the institution at Peak*

She was arrested and committed to

Mrs* Barrett was notified and went to

Richmond to meet the child who was- to- be brought to her’ at the
I%la -Street- station*

toe child was ;youn@and -small for- her age

and, although a-very large policeman -was. delegated to deliver
toe delinquent to tee* Barrett,, she had fought sc ant screamed
so, as the policeman -almost lite ra lly dragged, -her through the
streets to the- station, that a large and Interested crowd was on
hand at the station to see what was to become of the g irl *
Mrs* Barrett met the procession at the station en d ordered the
policeman to drop the g irl which he did only tinder protest.
When Mrs* Barrett had sufficiently quieted the child s h e said
that she had fought so because s h e wanted to see her .mother
before.she went to the institution -and the police had refused
to send for the mother*

Mrs* Barrett ordered the g irl back to
+•

the Jail and. -refused to accept her- until she- had had the
interview with her mother, an interview which seemed to the
child to be of paramount importance*

toe policeman started to

hpr in that

humping her, but that I t was- necessary to

treat them rough*

the policeman phonat the- judge and told him

that the Snj^rlntendent- refused to receive the- ©Mid -until she
had seen her mother •

toe judge told the police that Mrs* Barrett

was well within her rights as toe school was toes a private
imstltotien*

A day or

00

.later 'Mrs* Barrett went.once again to

B'lehmond and. the child was: again brought to her, tola- time,,
.through toe instigation of" Mrs. Barrett, in a patrol wagon
instead of being dragged through toe stre ets,

toe g ir l went

quietly this time hut with toe- avowed purpose of- running away
a t the' f ir s t opportunity.-

On the way -out in the- train, the g irl

told the Superintendent that im a ll her lif e she had never had
a new dress from a store#

When she had f ir s t gone to work im

Richmond, she had gome to a store and had Baade a f i r s t deposit
■on a dress which she- had wanted and had paid for i t a l l with the
exception of one dollar when she- was arrest ed*-~she was to .secure
delivery of the dress when i f was paid for*

m m had wanted to

see her mother to send her to the store with toe remainder of
the purchase price of the dress and to take delivery of the long
cherished garment*

So largely had loaned, to toe child the

importance of securing the dress that her demonstration had
seemed to her to be the least she could do to save herself from
frustration in her great desire*

Mrs. Barrett, of course, knew

nothing of toe -dress and i t was'only through her belief in

human nature that she had been able to secure this first
victory la winning oyer the recalcitrant girl.
The f i r s t alight the g irl was a t the school e v e r y t h i n g
;
«
*
went as tusual, everyone having supper, doing the evening taste,
-and going to bed -at the usual time#

fhere was no matron on

duty and about four a't!cXook in the morning. Mrs# Barrett was
wakened by the girls upstairs whispering and by a scraping
noise on the outside- of the- house#

She rushed out and found

the new g ir l escaping by means of a sheet rope#-

instead of

chiding the g irl she merely told the g irl that i t was a b it
before their usual rising hour,, but if she was unable to sleep
she might, as well go to work.

She and Mrs. Barrett went to

work eiesalng the house: and worked, from four that morning until
late that night#-

The child went to sleep immediately upon re

tiring, but lira..*- Barrett -stayed awake guarding against -a second
attempt a t escape# fhe next 'morning the child and Mrs* Barrett
went to work again, Mrs# Barrett always- setting the pace#

fhe

■child, upon -being questioned,, r e ite r a te her intent to escape^,
so another- day of arduous to ll followed, and again that night
lire# Barrett stood guard while- the child slept#

The following

morning the -grind -started again and in the- -forenoon lire • Barrett
asked the g irl i f she liked: the- place -any better and i f she- was
s t i l l bent on escape*

fhe child answered that she was beginning

to like i t -and -said that she would like i t a lot if she- di&n*t
have to work so hard#
she wanted to know#

T
fB© we always -have, to- work this hard?**,

Mrs# Barrett replied that they usually

worked much less but the g irl apparently could not sleep and the

best- remedy for insomnia was- work# . The child then said that i f
she could only go out to play a while with Mrs * Barrett *s l i t t l e
daughter she would be happy and would not think of running away
again*

.Sh?s* Barrett gladly sent her out- under- the- trees to play*

T h a t tilght both the Superintendent and the child slept the night
throng ant the g irl sever gave .any more trouble*
Slowly experience piled upon e-gperteiiee and Mrs* Barrett
learned from the g irls and the girls from her*

Most of the

rules-' of' the institution, of which there are surpri#lng3y few,
have been laid down through induction coming from experience
within the institution.

Today both is the office and is the

living room Is the Harris- Barrett Memorial Cottage, the home
of the Superintendent, are to be observed well worn copies of
the finest, books- on the -care of delinquent children, ©a
criminology -and penology, upon moe, and upon, the various
:sub3ecte which bear upon, the problems.of the institution#

A

•question asked the superintendent, will bring, forth an. answerquite in accord with the very latest Ideas in her- field but
the explanatl-on of reason i-s usually drawn from experience*

At

various times the writer has- asked what is dome in a particular
Instance*

The reply has been in accord with the la te st ideas

of leaders in the- field. Ideas which hare been codified but- a
few years*

The kindly superintendent surprises the listener by

saying that this thing has been- done for mere years them i t has ‘
bean advocated by the leading thinkers in the field*
Education at the- s chool has ever been a process- -carried on
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tw en ty -fo u r hours a day*

The daily program o f th e sc h o o l is to

ho found in appendix B, tables 1 and &
*

One half of the girl#

attend school in the fo rlo rn while tee rest of the g irls carry
on their work about the buildings or in the-fields or with th e
pigs or the c h ic k e n s.

2fe the afternoon those who had hem to

school in the forenoon work, and those who, had worked in. theforenoon attend school*
and m

At m ea ls, at work, at school, at play,

a ll possible occasions the work goes on, the work of

reeducating these girls*

As soon as a g irl d em on strates her

ability t o take responsibility she is g iv e n i t ,

Ho g irl la

a l l i e d to waste in the wrong direction any -of her t a i n t s of
leadership or initiative*

*£he g i r l s are organ ized into groups

of ten with a captain and a lieutenant for each group*
discipline Is largely attended to by these captains and
lieutenants.,, and “
nowhere could a group of executives be found
who feel any more keenly their responsibilities*
He matter how important the- visitor:, the superintendent
is never too absorbed to rectify any error no matter how slight
ccmsmitted by om of her girls#-

At table, tee g ir l w
ho-^ is wait

ing on tee table of the s n p e r intendent and her guests is held
to- the- most rigid of nleities*

Ho laxity in good service no

matter how triv ia l is overlooked*

5&e&e g irls are mostly go

ing out as house servants and are receiving a training which
will make team highly desirable in that capacity*

laundry work

must he done In the very finest manner, cooking is taught as is*
sewing, both these household arts being a part of the regular

m
school curriculum and also a part of the everyday lif e of the
children*- Boiiesty of the most' rigid kind is enforced.

One lay

the f i r s t of the roar when the writer was a guest a t the school
a few of the girls were in disgrace- for haring each taken .a.
pocket fu ll of norm when i t was being taken to the hams from
the fields.

A pocket fu ll of earn* eat the guilty ones were the

moiplents -of a lecture on honesty,,, the fact-being impressed on
them that they 'had taken something which was not theirs*

A

valmtlne*© party was In order for- the next day and the girls
were given to understand that they had, by their eonduct, voted
against- attending the party.

They were not told that they were

to be punished for taking the com, but were bold that they had
chosen between the com and the party ted had. voted against the
party*

The writer was sorry for the g irls and really fe lt that

the taking of a few kernels of com -was a patter so- triv ia l that
the punishment was way out of proportion to the offense, thinking,
you see,, in terms, of the old concept of .punishment.

The superin-*

tendont upheld her position, saying that the code of honesty
practiced there must be much more- s t r i c t ,than that with children
who had had a different upbringings

After watching' the school

over a. period o f months, the w riter is convinced that the. super
intendent ‘■■is right and, what is more, she is "successful, in her
attempts to inculcate concepts of right "and wrong*The g irls had wanted the' corn, to eat,, parching it. ©a the
hearth.

Mrs. Barrett had explained to the g irls that she would

have given them coin, for- their- purpose' had they .asked for it*
Bpon his next v is it, the writer took along ten boxes of corn to

m
be popped by the girts#

fhe superin tendexit, however, explained

that I t was only tor those who did not steal com, although the
donor had. had a sneaking hope that some of i t might go to the
culprits#
Personal cleanliness and hygiene are taught fro m the f i r s t
■and soon a g ir l in not happy without her- tooth, brash* 'her «
soap and towel with which to bate her daily bath* and without
the opportunity to take proper care of her person#

In shorty

an attempt- is made ,to develop_within the g irt a s e lf respect
at the same time that she is being taught her school lessons and
is given useful training which will serve to make her a
productive, civ il and economic, .person upon, her graduation from
the school#
le tte rs are received each year by the superintendent from
large-'nusftsers of girts asking.the privilege of returnlag tor
the e o m m n m m m t exercises a t the school*

Good conduct on parole

and after discharge is a condition precedent to the right to
attend ommmmmmaM -and n o group o f - alumni anywhere is prouder
of its alma mater than are the girls who have been graduated
from this piace of la s t resort* and i t is the opinion of the
writer 'that it- would be hard- to-find-a school anywhere that has
served to do so much for its students as has that l i t t l e school
for delinquent N eg ro girls a t Peak, Virginia#
Causes of Delinquency*

I t may as well be said right here,

that the records of commitments and the records kept a t the
school are so inadequate and that a classification of causes of
delinquency are so obscure in a majority of eases that -any proof

me t o t h e real, cause- of t h e delinquency is impossible*
Beference to appendix C, pages 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6* will
show a classification of charges against the children who have
bean eomftted to t h e Institution since i t was founded*

These

charge acme from a careful study of a l l commitment reeor&s in
the file s of the school*

la some cases- a double charge, or' a

triple charge was made so that t h e total number ©f charges
appreciably exceeds th e to tal number Of commitments.

A study

of the charges will show that those preferred against the
children at f ir s t were cumbersome, legally hidebound-, and
possessed of nothing helpful to' the people a t the school whose
duty i t is to try to get- at the rest cause- -of t h e -ehftibsdifficulty and correct it*

The l i s t of charges are roughly

grouped according, to their frequency of occurency by periods-*
Those charges which were most frequently brought against the
girls In -the .early days of the school and least' frequently
brought in the la tte r days are placed first.*

The median is

stuck by years and this median of the charges' determines it s
place in the table*

Thus i t 'Will be seen that such meaningless

charges preferred against children as "Breach of the Peace",
"Assault and Battery", "Disorderly ", "larceny",. "3tree t-Walkingn
etc. come- iii the early parts of the table*
Of the four Juveniles whose crime against society was that
they broke the peace:, three so 'forgot themselves in the- year
1916 and o n e in 191? •

Thus- the median comes late in 1916*.

Such

a modern charge as "Bad-^Stayed in Place Where Bootlegging Went

On” would naturally com© near the end of the list-#

I t -,1s

interesting to note that the la s t on the l i s t has been class I—
fled by the investigator as "Details Given so Billy as to Be
Truly Helpful”•

One such case appeared in I9.EI and one in 1 9 2 2 ,

while but two appeared in 19£4.

In 19£5, however, the Bureau

of Fubll© Welfare- 'With its machinery of clinlos and social
workers was beginning to make its e lf fe lt and was rendering
©osBMtment papers of such a nature that they might prove help
ful to the workers a t the school in making a diagnosis of the
child*s difficulty with a view to correcting the basic trouble*
In such a serious study there- is really no place for'
humor but one would be tsrapted to laugh i f i t were not so
tragic, at the charges of "Larceny”, tfstreet-Walker”, "Vagrant”,
"Felony”, "Prosti tution”, "Fornication”, "Dispute with Ban
About Money”, "Fixating”, "Bmaorality”, and "Questioned” brought
against children of IE to 16 years of age, mere children.

One

may well l e t Ms imagination have full sway when he. trie s to
picture the child who had the argument with a man about money
or the twenty-one children who were "immoral”* In the light of
our present psychiatric and psychological advancement these
charges became at once absurd when preferred against children.
One wonders what future generations will say about the- commitment
of a child for being bad and staying in a place where bootlegging
went op, or for violating the- prohibition law*
With the awkward' phraseology of the charges, i t is impossible
to draw my conclusions from the l i s t of charges*

Certain i t is
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that the percentage of eemites&ta with details given so fully
as to be helpful i m Increasing*

The accident of two -as early

an 1931 and 1933 was due entirely to the fact that' the
children* s mothers- worked for people, of importance and these'
people wrote personal letters from which i t was possible to
arrive a t acme idea as to what was really troubling" the child#
In -reading- over the piles' of -commitment. papers- the writer was
impressed with two things upon which he could secure no worth**
while sta tistic s although- i t was only, after several days of
merle that he abandoned the attempt*

ihe- large percentage of

children who have get into their present difficulties t o

to.

the fact that the mother was obliged to work during the day
and that the child, had nobody a t home to look after her after
she arrived home from school Is really alarming*

Ho doubt the

number Is much larger than with white children as the percent
age of Negro motbars who for- -economic reasons are -obliged to
work outside the home and are thus precluded from .furnishing -a
proper home lif e for their children is very great*

The other

factor which was so striking was the large number of children
who were in difficulty for purely -economic reasons*

With the

inadequate, commitment records* however, it' was impossible to
dot amine a t a ll accurately either numbers or percentages.
Certain i t is that the percentage is much larger than that
brought out by other studies such as ffTbe trnadjusted Girl* by

Edemas1 , "®j© Unmarried Mother" W Keasfcre*2, and in
Thomas, Tbs Unadjusted G irl, p p .-117-118
^Kramerert The Unmarried Mothert p* 330

Study

o t Women Bellnauonts in M
aw York State”,. Bataan of Social
1
Hygiene*’
I f the economic factor l a no important an It appears to
fee- as -a cause i n delinquency of. .Megro girls In

then

the school at Peak Is attacking the i>i>obXem at I ts root*

Hie

-factor may well he divided into two separate problems*
that: which fees to do with a- poor early home, condition.* a poor
environment*:. poor recreational, facilities and the XIke-* a
gronp of conditions which 'are purely social but wfeIch nearly
always hare- at their base an economic Inability to procure for
the' child a better social life*

In this group of conditions

would also: be Included such cases as occur so- frequently and
which hare already been referred be* the case of' the child
whoso mother works and who Is therefore- forced onto her own re
sources with no guidance*

fee other type of economic problem

Is the problem of the c h ili who goes to work for- herself and
finds with her occupational activity a motire for delinquency*
I t .is- this latter' type of econcmic cause which fee- Industrial
school Is attempting to meet*

fee f i r s t group of economic-

causes ere being met * as nearly as is possible %m an
InstlteMon* by the- creation of' a home life --in too many cases
the f ir s t real home li f e any of the g irls hare ever toom*
i t Is interesting to note that a very large: percentage
of Hegro girls In the -uneducated groups go Itabo domestic ■ssrupice,, a pursuit froughf wife .danger from a moral, standpoint

Bureau of Social Hygiene* A. Study of Women Belinquents
in Bew York State,*, fee Century Company* liSS* febl-cs

to a much greater degree than any -other occupation open to
•women.3* _It. Is unfortunate that a large. percentage -of the girls
paroled or. discharged from the school go into domestic service*
fels is a condition, which I t appears necessary to- meet- .as
under- oar present, economic and- social order In the- South*
domestic service seems to be the one outlet for Hegro girls of
the economic group from which a large, percentage of the g irls
a t the school are drawn*
toe. thing which is taught a t the school is that a ll the
g irls should look forward to marriage, and the duties and
obligations of marriage are taught*

Hot only are-the g ir ls

given a training which will make of them servants of a rather
superior' type hut- they -.are also- fitte d for successful house-wifsry, thereby making for a more stable home lif e after the
g ir l Is married.
Parole,

fee Public Welfare laws of Virginia do not

attempt to regulate the subject of parole -from institutions
of the nature of the one at Peak* and probably wisely so.
Bach institution*, if toe may judge by the -experience of fee
Peak institution, is the place where such parole policies
should originate.*.

Probable' i t is feat in the case of Hegro

g irls, the parole, problem wife a ll of its- trying phases would
not have been worked out to it s present degree of perfection
had I t been hampered by laws made for the regulation of parole

sifuations* situations which have been courageously net with
the good of the child always uppermost la the mind of the

and by fe a r s as in d ie a ted by the.- table- e l ted to appendto b .
Ihe problem of securing editable hemes for the g irls is* ever
a trying one .

'toe- difficulty to largely created by the fact

that few people -wish to take a- chance on ateitttog tote theirhomes g irls with an toetltutional record* a .relic of a. slowly
departing concept of the criminal antli3?opologistsf of the so
called Italian Schools

Added difficulties are presented by

the lack of a sense- o f social duty on the parts of most people*
a desire to escape the very real responsibility presented by
the. guidance of a paroled delinquent child, and. by the very
rigid recwtoaments of the institution itself' as to- what hind of
home the child shall enter for her parole period*

its early as- 1916,* after the school ted been- in operation
bat stoieen months* the superintendent was- ihto&tog about
parole*

She has to say about tots subject to her f ir s t annual

report pp.*- $-*10,
T
fEach g irl will hate at least two years* training and
more* .if necessary, before, being paroled. Seme- are feebleminded and should never- be paroled.: Those who are paroled
will be placed in carefully selected, homes where they will be
given protection.,
**With the. growing interest to this class of girls on the
part of the best women to our state*- i t is going to be
possible for them to get a protection and care that colored
girls doing domestic service seldom get* Our plan is to keep
to close touch with each g irl af ter she leaves the institution.
The. women- of the federation will help them in every way
possible and try to get the right companions and friends for
them. The- ministers have- promised to help by seeking out the
g irls and. inviting- them to join their churches. H

• "During the past- year we- have been tasting out -our parol©
system with the g irls who have been in the institution two years
and whom we thought strong enough to try in homes* W
e feel
that i t is going to meet our needs very successfully when we
can have a parole officer to help do this very important part
of our work. Valuable assistance has been rendered by the
Travelers* Aid in the Richmond s tat ion, who have always been
most kind and helpful to our g irls, but i t Is a great mistake
to-send these girls away alone as we'have been obliged to do
at times because we have so few workers*
"Fourteen girls have been paroled into the homes of white
and -colored people-,.and while sam e will have to be tried in
more than one home before the right one can be found, only two
of the fourteen sent out have been complete failures.
"Blanks are sent to be filled out by those applying for
girls which give as clear an idea of the home to which we are
sending the girl, as -can be gotten without- a personal v is it.
(Mote appendix E, Form I, pp. 1, 2, 3 and appendix R, Form XI,
pp.* 1 .and 2}* Then,, wi to the greatest care, we proceed tofind a g irl to meet- the needs-of 'that heme*- This Is not an
easy task, for nearly everyone a p p ly in g for a g irl wants a
perfectly honest, efficient., willing, good-natured, good-look
ing g irl, so i t takes some l i t t l e time to make the applicants
understand that the courts do not send me that type of g irl,
and while we are trying to make the g irl a il that she would
like to have her-, we cannot- do more than -get her started the
right way; and that her reaching the goal will depend upon the
personal '-supervision and sympathetic help- that they are willingto give her when they take "her into their homes.
f,I keep- in touch'with- the girls by writ.tog as often as I
can and Idie lady to whom toe is paroled send© a report one© a
month and ofiener if the g irl gives any trouble*" (Mete
appendix B, Form III) . "X encourage the girls to wit#- very
•fully about the' thing© that seea ’hard to to era. I f they toe
hard, I write to toe ladle© about them ; i f they are not hard, I
show’toe girl, that toe is^mistaken* In this way so much mis*
understanding is saved.****
1Some of the .girls-have been placed .to homes where they
are sent to 'school •and. receive th eir room and clothing* Oneg irl is working her way through a bearding school*
"Gur girls who are earning wages have sent back to me one
hundred d o llars.. When they f ir s t go away,., half the money they
send tack fa banked for them:, each g irl having her own bank,
book, the- other half goes- to pay for the clothing they take
away when they leave toe Institution. They pay ten .dollar# for
toe o utfit. When that Is paid for, a ll the money they send is
put to-toeir account* This- is -done not only to teach them to
save but in order that- they may have some money of th eir -own
when they are dismissed from the school.
"The girls are most anxious to make good when, -they go out.
On©
, g irl who had been paroled to her mother wrote,. '*!&$« 'Barrett,

please le t me came buck to yon. ' X ean*t be respectable like
you m m t me to i f i stay here.*, 1 Sent f o r 'her ' Immediately.
"W
e- have bad no- mental teat©.'for our g irls. I hope that
we can have very soon# I believe, however, that we have a ll
classes from the high-grade imbidles to the normal g irl. I
■amgreatly concerned about what- we are to do- with the g irls
who come' to tie who are- so feeble-minded that'they ought always
to have institutional car#,' unless some- one can be found who
will be responsible for them."
In the- annual report- of .1919,, ''tee.- Barrett reportsprogress in ' her parole work ;as follows: ■
"We are asking for our girls clean quarters- with a .comfort
able bed tod clean bedding; a place to bathe; time to do their
washing, ironing, and mending; and'one free, afternoon when they
■can have companionship of the right kind. The lady mast know
about the friends they are making and must, have a keen personal
interest in whatever concerns the gin* When these conditions
are met, with few exceptions success fellows and especially If
the g irl Is-paid enough to buy what she needs. I am looking
forward to the tine wherwe can have a ll the needed equipment
for training, for when we can send out more efficient girls we
can get better wages for them from the sta rt."
Mrs* Barrett speaks of parole as follows in the’1929

"toe majority o t our girls out on parole are doing well.
Of course there are -failures—failures, 1 am sorry to say, for
which the g irls are- not to blame. They are not properly
handled and there are those W
ho- fa il just- because they do not
want to do right. 1 feel that we have not yet found the way to
make doing right attractive enough for those g irls and we must
do more for them* I have in mind the normal g ir l, of course*
It does not seem fa ir to-parole g irls who -are .mentally defective; there seems to be nothing, else to do at present, however,
but they cannot be expected, to- make ■
their way*
"kiperience teaches that the most .favorable parole
conditions are found by placing a g irl in a good home other
than her own at f irst-* toe .parents who l e t a g irl get beyond
their control -can seldom keep her headed right a year or two
later* There are exceptions, usually, but i f she goes heme,
she begins to. drop back' after the f i r s t week or two,, to- the
place where she le ft -off* The parents- fa il -to report, the
condition and this robs toe g irl of the bracing given by the
school; so before they realize I t , she is drifting again* Then
a t home she- is too near -the undesirable associates ste left*
Our girls- are sent to homes- in 'response to -direct application
to the- school by their employers; .and people applying take the
g irls, as a rule, with a feeling of reaponsiblllty which carries
with i t a sympathetic interest, that never fa ils to .help them
succeed*
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*****33*0 rapidlyincreasing number of girls. on parole makes
the need for a parole officer imperative. 1Cis so necessary,
in order- to know conditions* to investigate tee homes into which
tee- g irls are sent.; and this can. he done best by v isits to su-eh
homes-.* This eamot he done, -howevert: unless there Is someone
whose: special work i t is ; X do' hope: this can-'he.-made possible*
I t is useless to expect a g irl to- make good If the staaidarda of
living taught at the -school are not,maintalned in the home to
which she goes:* The feeling that anything is good enough fo r
tee one who serves in the home, and upon teem-so much of the
comfort of the home depends is all. w r o n g ; and i t is only in
homes where there is a different point of view teat our g irls
succeed*
w
W
e must to something to have tee people taking these
girls understand more fully that our Board of Managers Insist
that they he kindly treated* Slapping .a g irl and striking her
on the head are out of tee question. This kind of treatment,
aside from being absolutely wrong,, can do- no good and w ill
create a condition that will he moat difficult to handle• Any
one haying a g irl is given the right to bring her hack to the
school whenever she ceases to give satisfaction, so there is
no need o f doing anything rash* I t means so much to the success
-of these girls to feel that they have m home to come to, and weare not too severe if their first, attempt at making a new s ta r t
is a failure-* How many women, or m m for that matter,,, have
achieved success without seme failures?*

aid In achieving seme of the things -she hopes to achieve*
Again, quoting from the 1921 report,
nThe girls who have l e f t us .and gone on parole -into "Country
homes are doing well* .But i t is ■always^ with- a heavy heart that
X send a g irl to the city, for in far too many Instances she
goes under;- the temptations are too- great-'* She is simply swept
off her feet* As a'rule the g irls give satisfaction in their
work everywhere,, for they are anxious to prove to us that they
can make good- ‘out In 'tee world * as they say* So they take the
same pride in their work when they go out teat they take at the
school when they are working for their white- dresses.* ' If they
are encouraged in this -and treated kindly, in :many Instances
they prove, to be real o.-smfart- in the home * toy effort on tee
part of the- -employer to give tee girls pleasure is always
appreciated, and I t tie s tee g irl to her new home as nothing else
could f t **1
**** -■
n2 encourage the girls to stay 'in a home as long as there
is mutual satisfaction* -I feel that they succeed as well as they
do because I put much time and thought in trying to place them,
with some idea, of having them' f i t In and meet the- needs of tee
homes to which they are -sent,, tod then the club women and
friends, white and colored,, help me In finding the right kind of
home* i f , added to this force there could he a probation officer,
Xbelieve tela phase of our work could be done very successfully*

While there are those who- disappoint -us, the- majority of the
girls are doing well -and each year brings better results. I
feel more than ever that the time and money spent In saving
them Is well invested.”
In the annual report for 1922 the sub jest of parole Is
further discussed showing the progress made in some ways- while
in others, little , headway seems. to have- been made.
"Hattie’s marriage”, says the superintendent.,. ”Furnished
an excellent exeuse for-'.me' to v isit Powhatan County where a
number of .our girls, have been paroled* Saving no parole
officer 1 have, been obliged, to v isit tee homes myself and can
only find time for this, I am sorry to say, when something has
gone wrong and adjustment is needed.****
**Sometimes, in their- efforts to impress people that
I am their friend the g ir ls ’misrepresent me without meaning, to
do .so. -On one occasion a g irl told one of the ladies that
Mrs. Barrett didn’t want her- scrubbing and -doing hard work.
'The-lady wanted to know—and rightly*^if Mrs-:. Barrett had sent
her there to- be an ornament. A talk, face to- face gives me an
-opportunity to explain clearly what 1 mean when Xmake tee re
quest that the ladies take a personal interest In and. protect'
-the g irl who lives under their roof, and. they see Immediately
.that I want both the lady and the g irl to have a square- deal.”

report and., the method of handling- the- -cases of parole Is- shown
quite clearly as is the crying need of a trained parole office.

trf feel that the parole work is just as important as any
done in the institution, and should have the same careful
direction in order that the girls may get that after-care Upon
which depends complete success* The parole is the test of
whether the lessons we. have been trying to teach In the
institution have- been well learned.* The period immediately
following the g i r l ’s release from the institution Is a very
critical one. Her success or failure in her effort to live up
to tee new standard given in the institution, depends on care
ful guidance. W
e eamot give regular and systematic supervision
unless we have a parole officer working in cooperation with the
State Board of Welfare*
"The g irls ready for parole are sent- on application to
homes o f white- or colored people after the homes- have been in
vestigated. During this year each has been investigated "by the
State Board of Welfare and the girls go only' into homes i t '
approves,.. When tee. g irl is not satisfactory, the people hare
the- privilege of returning''her at once,. If we find teat she is
not being properly treated, we reserve the right to recall her

m
without any warning. {Note appendix 1, Form I , pp. 1, 2,. and
3) ♦
"There is a contract ‘which sets forth.a ll regulations in
regard- to ‘the g ir l's work, wages-, lining -quarters, attendance
at church, recreation, etc* (Mote appendix 1, Form I I , pp. 1
and 2)*
"The lady to who® the g irl is paroled is requested to
make a monthly report of her health, conduct, work, and studies.
With this report is sent a statement of how the g ir l's wages
have been spent* (Note appendix E, Form I I I ) . She must send
back to the school at least $ Z of her earnings monthly to he
placed to her account in the hank* This is turned over to her
when she is dismissed or marries unless i t has- had to he used
for Illness or dental services*
"It is almost impossible to get reports from girls who
are returned to their parents* W
e have to keep in touch with
them in any way we can* If passible we get the g irls hack into
their homes,, hut not .if these homes are- not the right kind*
W
e have none of the sentiment which advocates -sending a girl
home when we know i t is sending her to her ruin. However, we
always make a girl feel that she must practice the new lessons
of right living learned so that, she can, when she grows strong,
enough to go- home,, help her people to a better' life* But she
knows she will have to prove that she is strong enough to do
the right at a l l times before she can help anyone else. Some
mothers, knowing this, move out of low districts and begin
working to make an honest, living in order to get their- girls
home* ‘In these cases I have both the mother and the g irl to
supervise; when the mother knows that i f she fa ils , I will take
the girl back, i t braces them both and the results are good.
n****Twelve have gone to other schools to continue their
education. Only one. has been graduated* Others have spent
two -or three, years In school, but, not having sufficient funds-,
had be drop out* W
e try to find openings for them in other
schools* Through Mr. Montague's efforts a scholarship has been
awarded for the la s t two years* I hope that in time funds will
be supplied- to help the girls who do -all 'they can to help them
selves. Twenty**one of the g irls have married* I am much
pleased to report this for i t shows that some of our ideals and
standards for home lif e have taken root* W
e try to stress
personal purity directly and indirectly at a ll times* Whether
I find the couple living in. one or two rooms- or in a l i t t l e
cottage, I see there marks of the training we have given*"
In the annual report for 1925 the superintendent te lls of
a new aid to- the girls on. parole*

She says in part,.

"Ho one except those who are very close to a g ir l knows
her struggles, and if she keeps her head above the water I t
is often in spite of her surroundings. She is simply the
common prey of people in the high places as well as the low,
and often a g irl f Inds that she is unequal to cope with the
combined forces working to drag her down* Unless there is

someone to stand by and advise her and see that she gets pro
tection she is exploited* I t matters not bow deeply Interest
ed the workers in. the institution are in the paroled, g irl I t
is- impossible .for them to- look- a fter her properly when she is
outside* A probation officer i s one of our most imperative
needs and. X am sure i t will be- met; I hope very soon*.
"Our Home School Messenger is' a l i t t l e typewritten paper
that we have made every m m and then since our school opened,
but this year we are getting out two or more copies each
month*"
In the 1926 report Mrs. Barrett te lls more of her d iffi
culties resulting from the lack of an- experienced parole
officer*

To quote from that report,

"Many of the ladles could not see why a g ir l of sixteen
or seventeen years could not sleep over the garage or in a
house .out In the yard alone* the'lady would ask why she
should be expected to give a g irl sheets* She would not keep
them clean and she would not take care of the mattress* She
could not see why she had to be bothered with the company she
kept* She didn't care where she went i f she. did her work*
She hadn' t time to help her select her clothes and spend her
money to the best advantage, to see that she attended church,
and had some real pleasure occasionally, sometime to herself
when she could look a fter her clothing, a time each day to
get through her regular work, and above a ll to make her know
that she- must live up to the moral standards' of the home in
every way.
"After some were willing to try i t out they found that i t
didn't work hardship at a ll but mutual benefit* If a g irl Is
cared for in a heme- -the people of the- community are careful
how -they treat her. . I t -gives the g irl the protection that a
home should give.****
"W
e- are s t i l l without a parole officer," emphasizes the
superintendent in her annual report for 1929, "but the Child
Welfare Bureau of the State Department of Public Welfare has
given valuable assistance in the matter of investigating homes.
•"What we very much need is a parole officer- who knows both the strong and weak points of the g irls , and who has
their confidence to v is it them whenever they need advice.
"Our parole work could not have reached its present
degree of success but for the splendid -volunteer service of
the women of the State Federation, who were the founders of
the school. Girls paroled into sections where our club women
are, receive advice -and guidance which has -contributed largely
to their success on parole, whereas those who have gone to
other sections are frequently not so successful because of the
lack of .such guidance* A parole officer., cooperating with the
club women, for we should s t i l l need their help, could do
most effective work."
Sere we have had a picture -of the problems more or less

school o f similar kind in the country.

W
e find a sta ff giving

its best services underpaid and overworked as we shall later
see, a staff doing a very fine piece of work* a work ©f which
the state of Virginia may well, be proud yet through a l l the
years of the existence of the school the great need for -an
efficient* trained*, and well-chosen parole officer has .annually
bean called to the attention of the. author i t ies and as yetnothing has been done to f u lf ill this need#
On the coast of Maine* where the writer has spent much*
time.* there are 'two kinds of" homes* two- kinds- of people*, two
kinds of living* shiftless and shipshape homes* people and
livings

The shipshape home is one well mad# and well kept

with i t s lawn well trimmed* its fence painted or whitewashed*
the tools and machines about the place properly housed and
well taken care of * ’This home houses people who have achieved
something, and know how to appreciate it*

The people in this

home realise that i f a thing is valuable* is worth working for*
I t is equally well worth taking care of*

The shiftless may-

live in a more costly home but i t is run down* badly in need
of paint*, the. lawns are grown to weeds, and the tools and
machines are le ft out in the rain and sun*
have a proper realisation of values*

These people do not

If a thing is once

50
purchased its value is not appreciated*

Sere Virginia has on

iimiituifen doing a valuable piece of work but after- the work
is done as far in as it is possible to do i t at the school the
fine work is let go- without proper care because m provision
has been made -for- a parole officer*

fhe cost of a parole

officer would be slight in comparison with the actual economic
gain which such an officer would bring in- savings- to- the state*
fhat is entirely aside from the human value which t shall make
no attempt to evaluate*

What avail is i t for Virginia to boast

of one of the best -and most modem codes of Public Welfare- laws
in the United States, a fact of which i t can Justly he proud,
if it lets the good achieved-by its Institutions- go to- waste
for 'lack of proper financial backing*

It Virginia, wants to- be

really shipshape it- would be well to supply this- long-felt
need thereby- seeing to its machines -and tools and fences*

vvuiue Qf

"Virginia will not fo rg et/1 says 1* 1* Bavis in am
article entitled nA Virginia Asset” in The Southern Workman
for August, 1920, page 562, "that she i s indebted to the
colored women o f the Commonwealth for the- Industrial HomeSchool* i t nas the State Federation of Colored Women1a
Clubs that purchased the site in 1914 for #5,200, thus making
possible the establiahment of the first- home in. the South- for
wayward colored girls*****
"The most momentous event in the history of the ins ti~
jrtution during the past year was the transference of the
^property from the'Board-of Trustees to the State of Virginia-'*
s i t has always boon In the minds of every member of the Board
J that, as soon, as the.-State- was willing'to take over the. ins tl~
^ tut ion, they would give " it up*, and- so, after struggling on.,,
demonstrating its value, biasing the tr a il for other Southern
States in th is particular kind of work, after carrying the
burden through the- trying years of founding ami building, the
Board th is year presented to- the State- of Virginia an ’i n s ti
tution valued in money at #75,000, an institution which has
■cost the State practically' no -more than would have been the
cost of maintaining the same number of girls- in the- ja ils ,
which I t would have had to do but for this school, now to be
known as the Virginia Indus tr ia l School of Colored Girls.
"Again, in the matter of this transfer, the colored women
showed a fine sp irit, giving up to their state, with joy and
pride, the farm which they had bought and a ll their subsequent
contributions of money, material, and sacrifice* This working
together of whits and colored people in the sp irit of Christian
fellowship is no .small part of the asset which Virginia has In
this ins titution* The Federation women also realise that their
continued financial help and moral support, as also -that of
other friends, w ill be just as much needed now that the school
has become a state Institution, for there are numberless
expenses which will not be met by the Commonwealth.
;f*The f i r s t large building was named Federation -Cottage in
recognition of the services of the federation women* the two
other large buildings erected by means of the special appro
priation are -called Virginia and Hanover -Cottages, the la tte r

in appreciation of the friendliness shorn in so many 'ways by
the c Itizens of Hanover County* Virginia Cottage is used for
a reception cottage, each g irl on entering being assigned
there where- she is closely observed and studied from a ll
angles *******
The farm which was- purchased by the Federation women as
already described |pp* 12*10} .had on i t a farmhouse and several
outbuildings*

The farm house which s t i l l stands is not at a ll

adapted to the purposes for which i t would be needed in a
school such as this one*

I t was la this building that the work

started, however, and as already pointed out the superintendent
and the chairmen of the board went north on a speaking trip In
an -attempt to raise money for the erection of a building*

The

f i r s t new building. Federation Gottage., was-, erected on the h ill
back of the old farm house a t a cost of #9869*

I t is s t i l l a

most serviceable building, well built and beautifully designed*
I t is -of brick and is a building of which the Federation women
may well be proud*
As was probably natural, there was a considerable amount
of opposition to the starting of a school of -the- nature of this
one in a quiet rural 'Community*

Few communities today would

care to have erected a school of a correctional nature In their
locality*

The people of Peak were mo exceptions*-

The oppo

sition to the erection of the Federation Cottage was so great
that the good friends of Mrs* Barrett advised her to abandon
her project*

The founder was able to -call on her never-dying

belief in the .goodness of human nature and she ordered the work
to be continued in spite of the feeling of dissenters and the
advice of her friends*

Opposition manifested its e lf to -a degree

which actually tampered tta work of- the school.

Through inter

vention by local people, the State assistance which had been
asked was --cut to half -by the Assembly*

Mrs* Barrett -ordered

that- mot' a 'piece of scroll or a p illa r be slighted*

The build

ing went up without physical demonstration and at- the opening,
dedication ■■&&eretB&& were planned, exercises to which bad been
invited numerous influential, people from a l l over the state
-and from ether states*

So interested were people in 'the ex

periment that people- of considerable prominence- si g ifte d their
intention o f attending the dedication., exercises*-

While the

fooling against the- building -of the cottage -was s t i l l at i t s
height and while planning, for the dedication- of the building,
Mrs* Barrett hitched up her' mule team -and traveled -all through
the cotsmunlty*

She- told everybody,; white and colored alike,

people rep-resenting every degree of temper- about.- the school
that "W" -are planning on -entertaining such and. such guests a t
the de&loatton and don't you think that "We" should do It- up
right, each one giving something, at least a chicken, to the
ent ertalament* That wmm the- f i r s t time that anyone had had
the concept of "oar" school or "this" school£ heretofore i t had
always been "their" school or "that" school*
I should say sol

Give a chicken-^

Ghickeus, vegetables, pies, hams, -eatables

of a ll kinds, delicacies for which Virginia is so justly noted
'began to -appear at the school*

There was plenty to eat for

everyone at the dedication exercises and if there were any
residents- of Hanover Bounty who- did not attend the -exercises,,
now "our" exercises, i t has not been recorded*

Today the resi-

si
dents o f the county are most cooperative*

The remarkable

record which this school has had in freedom from escape is
largely due to this cooperative spirit*-

People a ll around,

know "Mrs* Barrett’s girls" and anyone who meets one off' the
grounds takes a keen personal interest in escorting her homeunharmed* In the fifteen years since the school was founded,
bat five girls have' gotten away -and have nayor been found-*
me fact that o n e of- the la te r cottages was named- Hanover
Cottage indicates, the cooperative s p irit which' •exists between:
*the school and the community*-

Perhaps i t may he the other way

aiready mention’ has been made of the building of Virginia
-and; Hanover cottages during, -the war with the help of the
Posdick .commission and the- .State- of- Virginia*

These with the

Harris Barrett Memorial Cottage, the home of the superintendent,
are the. large buildings which' set off- the central .Federation,
cottage * These buildings have grouped around them a laundry, a
commissary, a power house., and a garage*
In the. 191? annual report, Mrs.* Annie M
oomaw- Sclimelz.,
President of the Board of Trustees of the institution,, had to
say:
"The- over .crowded condition In X
?ederatIon C ottar makes
I t very important that the next building be a home for our
superintendent, Mrs*.'Barrett, and because of the exemplary
character and strong, helpful, cons tractive l i f e of her
husband,,. Mr* Harris Barrett, i t was decided that the superin
tendent’s cottage be built as a memorial to him and called the
Harris Barrett Memorial Got tage*
"With this view,, a. great mass meeting of white- and colored
people ms held in January In one of the colored churches in
the town of Hampton*, .long-, befor© the- appointed hour, the crowds
were so great that hundreds were turned away* With greatest

simplicity,- respect:, and appreciation,, white' .and. colored speaks
era paid tribute to the memory of a good man* The sp irit that
pervaded every person in the church,, white, and colored, .was- that
of sympathy, understandlag, good-wiil, fine feeling, and great
mutual regard and’esteem, ;one race* for. the other* ;Borne of the
older colored people, in writing to Mrs* Barrett about the
meeting, -©aid: ’W
e never expected In our lives to -see-such'a
meeting as that* A white choir on one side of the pulpit, a
colored choir on 'the., other, white and colored speakers a t a
meeting arranged by the white friends of the town to honor the
memory of a colored man of the town* i f only my father and my
mother could have lived to see this day11 A collection for the
memorial, cottage taken that day amounted to #455* The fund has
since been increased to #920*
"By* Frissell, one of the -speakers, declared that i f
similar meetings could he held throughout the state they would
he of' great value, particularly .at this-'time-' of Hegro migra*tion* At the annual meeting o f the Board of the National
League on. Bffean Conditions Among Heroes, Be-* M
oton told of
this, memorial meeting and stated that hr* fris s e ll said i t -was
one of the most, wonderful he had ever seen*
"To carry out Dr* F rissell’s suggestion,tf continued the
President, "W
e propose,, through the federation of Colored
Women’s- Clubs, to have some of the women arrange tor similar
meetings, in their respective cities* By* fTlssell also -eaM
that Hampton Institute would like to help with the Memorial
cottage, so one Sunday evening In chapel the story of the
colored g irls ’ home was told, and a generous contribution was
made by the students and faculty* At other places in Virginia
the story has been told,, la st fey before three very influential'
organisations of white women in Sutrait, Virginia, and before a
mass meeting: of ^colored people In fesmoke-**
During' the- period of 'the war the- donations to the ferric
Barrett Memorial Cottage came In slowly-as was natural, for thewealth of the country was interested in war charities,, but after
the war- people- again, turned their attentions to the proposed
cottage and, while mo campaign was conducted for the purpose of
raising funds for this- specifid purpose, the. Federation kept the
Issue alive m
m
d- the doilara came into- the treasury steadily*
The cottage was finally completed -and occupied in 192?*.

The

to tal cost was #11,000, of which* sum #2500 was finally given by

plant turned over to the state in 1920, was an added g ift amount-*

The cottage "Is a .substantial brick structure beautifully
»

t

designed and' hamonieus- with the landscape and the general
■architectural scheme*

It Is

W o

bad that every .white man and

woman, in the. Halted 'States’ san not pass through this ^home end
Inspect i t thoroughly*

The- furnishing of. the horn© naturally

f e ll to the lot. of Mrs* Barrett -and the taste displayed would
be- surprising to 99$' of the white people of the country.*

"Hie

writer has been in numerous He-gro homes where- a ref ined, .
sensitive, and harmonious sense of the fitness of things I & re
flected in the- decorations, furalture, and arrangement of the
house*

■Too few whites have, had this experience.*

The entire

Hegro race-- -is judged from a cultural standpoint by the- rare
v isits to the home of the washerwoman or the cook when she is
ill*

This heme of Mrs*. Barrett might well serve as m model to

the. most fastidious*

The 'writer' took' a young lady born- and

reared in Virginia to this terns to call this winter and- after
■the-, call the young lady and the writer both agreed that there
was lesrs- in th is home which, would jar the most delicate sensi
b ilitie s than in- the home of the. young lady or in-the. home, of
-the writer*
'Mrs* Sehmel-2 in her annual report for 192? said about the
memorial cottage,
"The'cottage w ill serve ■
three distinct purposes: F irst,
a home for Mrs.* Barrett; second,, a practical house i n which
the- .girls may learn general- housework; third, a social center
for the workers at the school*"
The home- also 'serves-, as a guest house where the numerous

school an internationally Im m n white woman was a weekend
guest at the school.

She confided to- the writer' that she had

-once paid a 'business v is it to, the school and that now she has
great difficulty in passing through Virginia without .stopping
there .for the.: stimulating' contact with- the work o f the school
and with Mrs-* 'Barrett personally*:
This la te st addition 'to the large houses -of" the campus,
is one which serves most admirably the three-fold purpose laid
down by Mrs* Seteslw*.

Here lirs* Barrett can retire for thought

and seclusion, to get away for a few hours from the hum of de
tail. which confronts her in her offices in Federation cottage*
She has a home instead of a dormitory room into which to wel
come her -daughters when they -visit her* .fere is a laboratory
par excellence tor the g irls who are to be paroled*

few If any

will go to- work in a finer home and assuredly none. 'Will go to a
home where higher standards of efficiency, refinement# and
propriety will bo upheld,

i t gives the girls a standard which

will serve them a ll their lives as something toward which to
work*.

I f the- school is to attract young, up-to-date-, efficient

.workers i t must have some such place-- as the Memorial cottage in
which the workers may gather*-

The school salaries -are woefully

small as w ill be 'later brought out, the- .school i s situated well
away -from- any center of activity of an interesting- social nature,
and I t is thus necessary for the workers to- furnish their own
pastimes and amusements.

The Barrett heme with a ll its hospitable
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The laundry is the newest building of any si&e on the
piece*

I f is well equipped and with its Generate floor' and

i t s -clothen lines 'which can -to m tern iisiimrt.ee he raised out of
t h e -way or with slightly -more effort he hasten down* makes- as
admirable place for .parties and enierialments of a ll kinds*
Sown under the M il are the old original farm house*
used, hy the 'farmer and family* and the ham* chicken houses*
com house- and the. like*

4 ta l l water tower and mn ew septic

tank go tO' make up the rest of the physical plant*

Boses and

trees as well as a ll e t h e r kinds o f flowers and shrubs abound*
The girls Tie one with the other' for the right to- share in the
upkeep of the gardens« T h ey take- a Tory real pride in their
buildings and a ll ’the surroundings which go- to make up home*
T he buildings are- kept up fa irly well*

The superintendent

cannot get the money to keep them tip as they should be kept up
but i t is remarkable t o n e e what she can: do without m oney}
g irls paint*, and paper* and decorate .generally inside*
a mry good job of plastering*.

The

They do

Mrs* Barrett Is n e t one to l e t

the physical plant nm down in spite of the handicap of in
sufficient funds and one is surprised what a variety of uses
can be found for determination*T h e so il of' the farm was.' badly mined 'W
hen the farm was
purchased*

Margaret Beeves reports, in her boolr^ that the soil

is not fertile*

Mrs* Barrett characteristically takes this

fact as a challenge and the f e r tility is constantly being im
proved*

In time if the present good work continues*, 'the soil

* Op* Git* P* 1ZB

should he brought back to a much higher degree of productivity*
One notes upon approaching the school that i t looks like
a school*

I t is separated from the road by a fence covered by

vines which add to the: beauty of the entire place* but the
fence as a fence would he no obstacle to even the more demure of
the girls* and then there- is always the- gate, wide open*:

The

buildings- themselves look like dormitories, -and school' buildings*
no bars to running away to any foot-loose g irl except in the
case of rooms where girls ^choose** to confine themselves for
meditation at- times * Even the windows in these rooms are free
from the conventional bars: but are covered by a heavy screening*
Hanover Oottage is- the school building of the campus*

Here

on the. f ir s t floor- we find the two class rooms of the building
where the g irls meet for- their formal clans room work and for
Sunday school and for church services*'

The interior of the

building, may be divided lengthwise for class purposes by means
of convenient folding doors*.

These doors are thrown open when

the building- is- used, for assembly purposes*

The: interior is

furnished with taste and the acoustic, properties are excellent
but the arrangement is a t best makeshift and the equipment poor
but everything is being got out of i t that there- i s to he got*
The -second floor houses the- food laboratory In the rear and the
clothing- and Industrial arts work, .in the front*

This- building

though not well arranged does: not present the problem that is
presented by the dormitories*
There are but two doraiteries. for the housing of the
hundred odd girls end a l l the workers*

This- arrangement savors

rather of Institutional lif e than of home life- although it. would

seem that the hrnie atmosphere Is oseated and preserved to a
remarkable decree in the face of overcrowded conditions and in
the face of sack largo -units of' girls’* fie- .ideal -arrangement
would be a -group of ^smaller cottages where a. home atmosphere
might 'be .carried out with the advantage of smaller groups and
with &housemother who -could act- more nearly as a mother to the

few girls t perhaps- ten* who come under -her- care* fbta arrsrge*meat would .not only create', an atmosphere much more conducive to
reeducation hut i t would also enable the housemother to have a
much more tmtfjsste. and personal contact with the girls who come
under her -charge*
from the standpoint of cost the present arrangement is as
nearly Ideal* perhaps* as I t would he possible 'to- get-#-

Bach

housemother has about a ll the girls she can see to* thus .,spread-*
ing the overhead more thinly over the girls in. figuring.per
capita costs*-

I f lew per capita cost is the ideal toward which

to strive* then the school is nearly ideally run* but i t would
seam that the more intimate contacts 'between housemother and
g ir l s "which would be engendered, by the -.small cottage plan would
be an- arrangement which would pay large dividends Ip. civic
results*
liie two dormitories are: badly overcrowded even as
dormitories^

With the pressure of courts- to take in more and

more girls and with the p itifu lly limited -quarters available
for the girls* the school is meeting the situation as best i t
can by crowding into the-dormitories more girls- than wore origin*

problem*

The most obvious would be more dormitories*

In fact*

the. State of Virginia eouia very handily afford to increase the
aiae of the entire .plant*

(hie other means: of assisting' the

work of the school would be to provide means elsewhere to take
care of the feeble-minded cases which find their way to the
Industrial school*

There are fa c ilitie s at Petersburg for tbs

care of the feeble minted*-

I t would appear that the Petersburg

fa c ilitie s have readied the limit* so children who are very
definitely feeble minded* as low grade as imbeciles, are sent
to the industrial school-*

These girls take room which might

better be used by girls with normal intelligence who are
-equipped to take advantage -of the fa c ilitie s for- reeducating for
life*

These feeble minded should always be institutionalised*-

Peak is no place for 'them and -each one- who is- sent there is
keeping- out some g irl who is able to profit by the- training
given at the school*

A g irl who can scarcely be taught to do

the- simplest sewing, .has no place- at Peak*

she should be looked

after elsewhere and her place used for some child who can really
benefit by the training given*
There is one other addition which should be made to the
school*

At present there are no fa cilities for the care of

pregnant girls*

OIrls who are found to be pregnant and who -are

committed to the school are returned to the State Board of Public
Welfare and are thus deprived of the benefits to be had from the
school at Peak*

I t is obviously impossible for such g irls to be

housed with the other children*

They need special, care., care

which is the envy .of the- other children*

In the minds of the

children who see a pregnant g irl receive the finest of -every- '
thing,, there, i s only one way to get the- best end the tendency
is for the g irl who has thus observed, to as promptly as is
possible, either by -escape- or on parole*. to avail herself of
the- benefit# to be derived .from-, pregnancy*

TMs^eouM hardly

be classified as one of th e 'g re a ts object lessen# to be de
rived from industrial education*
Am things are.- run, however, there are .me fa c ilitie s for
the-’care of ■©speeiamt o th e rs at Peak and this group -of girls
who should ■
have a ll the- advantages possible in order- to- be
able- the better- to- care for their children a fte r they are born,
are-deprived of the training given a t the school*

Separate

cottage f a c ilitie s might well be provided for this group of
girls*

They could be isolated .from the other- g irls in their

more intimate heme life- but could a t the- same- time get- the
very real benefits of the work of the -school*.

They could be

given sympathetic care- and guidance .and could be properly
prepared, for motherhood both ms far as instruction is: concerned
and else from the standpo-int of a proper mental conditioning*
At the same time they could be given the vocational training
which the school has to offer*
The plan of confining the uiruarried mothers te in sti
tutions of this kind is one -which is advocated by Margaret
Beeves ■and seems to be in accordance with the best, practices
in the care ©f delinquent girls*

Until fa c ilitie s are provided

such as the Virginia Industrial School » They receive bo mental
preparation for motherhood* no vacisiienal *training to f i t them
for- the economic struggle which faces them after confinement,
and are not .provided with- the proper sort of things to occupy
their minds while awaiting, confinement*

A confinement cot tag©

whom expectant movers could he given pre-e onfinement care and
instruction .art where, mothers could lir e and receive instruction
in vocations and in child care after the child is horn and until
the mother is prepared to 'face the world for- herself and. for
her infant is one of the greatest needs of the state and could
he hast and most, tee^pensftrcly handled a t Bea2c*

The hospital

fa c ilitie s now pmvidad a t the school are excel,lent and the ob
stetric service could be- added with a minim®, of cost and the
results should be most beneficial to civic moral*.
Thus- i t 'will be seen that the greatest needs- of the school
from the standpoint of physical plant are* first'*, a new and
modem -0 1 0 8 0 ': room building*

Probably some help from some out

side sources*- such as the- Bosenwald fund, might be secured*
Second* additional dormitory space ‘should be. provided as has 'been
already discussed*

The outline of what should be done in this

connection will be- found in chapter" Vill*

third*, the institution

should have added to it s permanent equipment* fa c ilitie s for the
care -of expectant -and unmarried mothers*

I*lnaB0 :
iaf. History of the School

Appendix A presents a summary of the sources of the income
of the school by year:, shown in terns of pereentages.

To the

State of' Virginia should go the admiration of the entire
United states for i t s work In showing- the way to the other
southern states in the matter of cave- of delincnent colored
girls*

I t tool: an exbrs~sbate agency to get the work started

and to show the way* but a fte r the value of the, work had been
demonstrated the sta te ’tools .over the institution -and now -may be
Justly proud of' i t s record*

.Anything c r it ic a l Which nay fee-

said hereafter about this work need not he taken as an adverse
criticism of the- state but is merely a cooperative criticism*,
urging, that -the state- do a l l within i t s financial power to keep
ahead in the work which i t has thus fa r so lib erally -sponsored*.
Kb- adverse criticism is to tended when attention is called to
the fact that an outside agency shewed the way to the State in
starting this work*

Probably i t is best that this work was s©

started*
The .state early aided the Vederation*, as has already been

lias* &tt$eee<la# to surrounding herself with .a group of women who,
with tli# hra.intog which they have, ara most efficient*
are mostly imbued with a real missionary spirit*

They-

Uperatlom on

a misslonary basis may or may not attract the most efficient*
Usually such operation attracts come good workers but there is
often included a group who are attracted by missionary salaries
because of to#$r low earning- capacities,. and too like to -attach
themselves to a missionary undertaking so th at they may ration-alia# their inefficiency .sad consequent. low earning capacity*
Margaret Beeves has to- say -on the importance of adequate
salaries to training schools: for delinquent g irls (pages 91., 9&,
and 9S'J«
tfi;ae tools- question of salaries-, is closely linked to- that
of personnel * to we hay# stated previously, toe sis# and
quality of a staff constitute too most important factors to the
success: or failure of a school* Although, some of the best work
with delinquent g irls
this country is being done
school#
where' salaries, are low.,, because- a .real missionary s p irit pro-*vails,, the people of the United States cannot expect to -develop
or- maintain -the highest ^quality of work without adequately com
pensating too## respensible-' for it#- Individuals, because of
their devotion -and interest-,, may remain for much less than they
are worth, but considering to# country as a whole, we cannot ex
pect to attract and keep a large group of workers of toe. highest
type, i f the salaries are not somewhere nearly oommeE.aurate with
the qualifications demanded*
?rEven i f i t is poss..ibie to secure a sufficient number of
workers at low salaries,, is a state justified in conducting an
institution in which -employees are not paid what they are worth?
t o

.

. t o

■M
any social workers- receive .less- than they could earn labusiness positions,, but at least those- engaged in social work
for the -state- should he paid as much as- they could secure- if
they were-' working for- a private social service organisation*
Although one would--like to satisfy the wide -spread interest
in the salaries that are paid throughout- the country, there are
certain dangers to be- avoided in any attempt to draw- comparisons
between the different schools* Many factors, however, hear a
close relationship to- rates -of salaries paid*

pactobs
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"Size; Of School* In the larger institutions higher
salaries may he paid without raising the per capita cost for
the cMldren in care- to an unreasonable sum* i f these same
■salaries- were paid to specialists in very assail-schools,, the
per- capita cost might be prohibitive*- There are some small
institutions,, however-.,, where- remuneration is adequate,
especially for certain positions! also-' there are- some salaries
in large institutions which come near- the bottom of the salary
list* Superintendents and cottage matrons tend to have larger
salaries in toe- larger- schools,, while the: salaries -of academic
feacherr show no consistent tendency to vary with the size of
the school*
trAge of School* A new school must often dmonstrate
first,.'W ith 'little money, What should be done for its pupils
before an adequate appropriation is obtainable* However, a
school founded on new ideas and under the direction of a ’
progressive board, sometimes meets more fully than does an older
one the need for sufficient compensation.
"Type of Control * Sometimes a private or semi~priyate~
institution is not so- well supplied with funds as a. state train*lag school! but there i s often greater freedom- o f the board in
a private organisation to combine positions and salaries and to
make other adjustments than is possible in public institutions
of larger .resources*
" State, of Social Beveloisaent Beached by a State* In those
s tabss^wEere there is wider acceptance of the~i3oa "&at the
treatment of Juvenile- delinquency is a higher specialised task,
i t is less d ifficu lt to secure adequate salaries for trained
workers, than in states..where most of the population s t i l l con
siders a training school primarily a place t o r detention and
-eustodial care*.
'"Wealth of the Body of Citizens* At the time of our v isits
to these schools, some of - the southern, and western -abates were
in d ifficult financial circumstances,, with bank, failure*
Citizens hard pressed are not likely to approve, increased' ap**
propriations for salaries of workers in state institutions* The
support of such institutions is often closely allied with
methods and rates of taxation* Much outside capital may be in
vested by companies that: pay relatively small taxes*. This matter
is a technical one requiring much study*. In some cases larger
jjiaijwinmSiiw^njiiiT

*1 Ij n*n n*.** -

****’.

change in the. taxation
. .
^Seetion -of Oountry Where an Institution la Located#
Certain types of workers are generally. paid less* for, example,
in. the South than in the la at* fhe'i*stes in'the different
.sections are also affected by the. general salary situation out-*
aide the institution*
w
I&n#er of Available fra ly i. Workers* Schools far- from a
source of. .supply may ha GbTige3w
w
tc>. pay relatively high' salariesto secure specialists*^
'
s
Beiative to positions where the salaries are especially
inadequate in the country in general * Margaret Beeves has to
-say* on pages 197, 100 of her b o o k :
"For some positions, salaries- commonly paid seem especially
inadequate* As we have already meted*, the average amount paid
the superintendent of a training school for- white g irls in theUnited States in i92! was only $2,063 (one-fourth reeairing mot
more than #1,650 and three-fourths not mors than #0400), and i f
the schools for colored girls are added to this group the
average for the position is reduced- to #1,946* fh-is is consider-ally less than the salary average- for a superintendent of a
training school for hoys* Am average of less than # 2,100 a year
■for a womm'capahle-of planning: and. directing the study, tre a t—
ment, reeducation*, and readjustment of delinquent girls* wlib
whom a l l other agencies hare failed, is obviously too low* Such
a woman must have fernowledge of many subjects and understand the
.scientific aspects- of this, technical task*. She snould also be
a good executive* ' fhese qual ifications should commend fittin g
compensat Ion *
^Another group that la noticeably underpaid Is that of the
cottage mothers* T h ese women who-.live close to the girls and.
hence probably have more opportunity than have most. of. the- other
workers to help form their characters, received an average
salary in the- United States in 190! for the schools for white
■and for white and colored g irls of only #7B4 a year* one-fourthreceiving- not more than #605 and, three-fourths not more than.
#8 2 0 . When, schools for colored, girls- are. included the- average
f a lls ' to- #695 a year* If we wish to. secure and keep as cottage
mothers, not worn-out housekeepers- who emphasise to’ the. exclusion
of many other things' immaculate floors, and smooth beds*, but
women of culture- and training* who- can put into daily practice
the .ideas of a progressive superintendent, we- must pay salaries
above those- given to domestics-*. Moreover.,, a cottage mother’s
social position, oh the s t a f f and her free time, should be equal to
that, of other workers, for example,,., teachers* Tk& superintendent
alone cannot carry out. her program* On no group must she place
more dependence than upon -cottage mothers- or 'matrons*
"fhe academic teachers, also are .not- well paid,,, although

their compensation is- a l i t t l e more nearly -adequate than that
of the'matrass* The salary averages, of academic teachers,
principals of academic schools, physical or recreation directors
ant parole agents are. appreciably lower than for similar
pos it ions in the boys'*' schools* While cottage mat rone in the
schoolB: for girls- are paid more than m o ' the women with that
t i t l e ‘in the- h o ys* schools,,' the la tte r occupy subordinate posi
tions , rendering, a- somewhat different type of service,.. and the-salaries are not respJy 'comparable* "1
The .south has been very muck behind, the rest o f the.
country in the matter of salaries- in the pas t, but:- has shown
.recently the results- of a hopeful, awakening*

'in 1915- 68# of

the 'salaries- of the ^pleyeas of .southern industrial in sti
tutions. for delinquent girls, -were more than 10# below average
for the- entire country, while but 14# were above average*

In

1901,: however,.but 39# were: more than. 10#' below average while.
-01# were more than 10# above*s

la order, however, for Virginia

to maintain, the- lead which, i t .has. so far s&owzt* i t must take
into very serious consideration the entire salary scale at- the
institution for, colored girls*
A glance a t appendix F will show that 'the school -compares
very faimrably with averages,, but favorable, comparison with
the average institution Is not a thing of which to boast*

The

average is- poor in this ease- and the- quality of work,- .if i t Is
to- be maintained, should be s timulated by appreciable salary
increases*
in considering the salaries paid at the institution at
Beak in the light of the various- factors related to salary

f a ir si&ed school* The school .has had a career exte3ading over
*
a ;psriod. of fifteen years and has- won nation-wide recognition
•

t

as to the quality of work-done*

The imatibutleii is--state -cos^

.trolled'and is therefore'not hampered by the restrictions of
an -income limited by private .subscription*

At the same time

the eomblmlng. of posi tions,, which is spoken of"as a means -of
offering- larger salaries,, has been carried 'out, in some cases
too far for the good of -the work*

The State of Virginia shows

seme evidence, of highly developed consciousness in social
..V
VU- ■
matters* The statevis large and. the population is unusually
-

*

.

j
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'
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diversified as to- civic consciousness*

With the. intelligent

leadership evidenced by the- excellent laws on the statute books
of the state,, there, seems to be the possibility of furthering
the- work already started*

Virgin ia was not h it hard by the

recent' financial and industrial depression, as compared with
many other states*

She f e lt the cotton bank failures' l i t t l e

and, in fact,* has,.a very stable state income*

The body of

citizens may not be considered-, as wealthy when compared with
the citizens of many other states but they are wealthy enough
to provide for the. furthering of social r e fo r m s which are., in
reality,, not in'the long run expensive*

While Virginia is in

the South,,, she is- not beset by the infirmities which so often
characterise southern states*

salaries*are low in Virginia in

many cases, but since the state- i s situated so far north and has
good educational, fa c ilitie s available,, the -salary -scale of social
workers should be relatively high.

Certainly Virginia cannot

The ■difficulty o f securing properly trained workers is -com
**
plicated by the -racial aspect- of the school,, but there are
in the South two very fine racial work- schools: for negroes,
-one is- B&letgh, iforth Carolina, ant another to. .Atlanta,.

The salaries paid teachers in Virginto are notably small*
'This condition probably to the -result of an over*-suppiy of
teaches of poor- and mediocre grate:, contentment mifh this
class of teachers, and of the- fact Hist teaching is tradition
ally the profession open to young .ladies in the state*

The

fact- of small salaries t o r teachers: affects salaries: for- women
generally throughout the- state*

The workers of the Beak -school

being colored, their salary scale is further- lowered by the
fact -that lower salaries, -are paid, to- Segroes- than to whites re~
gurdless of ability*
The State could, ratiomaitoe its e lf out of raising salaries
at the school*

The courageous and- foresighted thing would be

to .go on with- the work' progressively, .doing a really worthwhile
b it of pioneer work*

The school is doing without a trained

psychiatrist,, a resident dentist, a resident -doctor, and
specialist teachers*-

T h e school, .is probably "too small to employ

.such specialists at this- stage of development, but salaries of
the essential personnel should be- raised to enable the super
intendent -to gather about her-a more thoroughly trained corps*
The super inteudent* 0 salary compares unfavorably with that of

■of the usual order*

The Bupe-rtotendmt of this institution Is

nationally known as an authority in her fie ld * being, for sx*
■ample,, a. member of the: White House- Conference called by
President Hoover- as .a sub-commit tee of tbe "crime commission"*
Mrs* Barrett has refused otters of positions in World-Widefamous- institutions because she -has-- preferred- to centime- her
labor -of love- at Beak*-

Such willingness to sacrifice- was never

given with a thought as to compensat ion,. but that is no reason
why the State for which s h e lias done so inch should not see that
she is paid a more- nearly adequate salary*
Beferenee to Appendix F-*. fables Z and 3 will show the real
story of the- efficiency with which the Virginia school is run
from the standpoint of salaries*-

During the year for which

Margaret Beeyesr figures were- taken, the school under -study had
a per capita salary rate in the lowest group even in thesouthern states*

When this fact is considered in connection

with toe- statement quoted from her book,, the- statement being
based upon' her eoncluslona drawn at the time- -she secured her
statistics*, the real ©ttfeleney of the school shows itself-*

One

does not wonder that Mrs* Falconer ms able to .say that toemoney spent -on toe school by the government was spent- in the mostefficient manner- of any money given to any .school in toe country*

to salaries*

The f a c t was intimated that the staff is* as a

whole, untrained prior to- talcing up t h e work a t the school*
The task, of training -workers -on the job is one which takes
much time- and energy, time and energy which could 'be- put to
better use- along other lines*

Just as long* however* as the

salaries paid are so inadequate, i t is impossible to secure
-thoroughly trained persons to f i l l positions-, on the- staff*
Tife training of the founder and present superintendent
has been sufficiently commented upon-*

She- secured her train

ing in the school of experience, taking to her work a t the
school when i t was founded a training and personality which
admirably fitted her- for the success which she- has attained in
her chosen field of endeavor*

Her interest in the school is

such that she is , no doubt, a permanent fixture in her work*
She has been offered such attractive positions, as for instance,
the position -of Bean of Women a t Tuskegee and has refused them*
In case she were to be lost to the school, however, the task of
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finding anyone to f i l l her position would fee moat d if f ie u lt*
The person must necessarily have hat- a most unusual type of
training ant would almost necessarily haw to ha attracted to
the- 'work by large and generous salary offers*
The- position of ass 1s tan t^ super in tendont is a t present,
filled by -a woman whose training.,. like that of the superin*
tendent, is largely practical.

In fillin g her- position, the

necessity of a wry real salary increase in order1to secure a
woman to take w

her work would present a problem:#

i t would

be most diff icult for the superintendent to twin- ■another
person entirely in the field with the demands now made •upon her
time and energy*

The experience which' would be lacking in a

new assi stant^superint endent would have to be made up in formal
training- and with sot#- experience, a t least, in mother insti*tution.
'The job- of Gaining cottage matrons Is a w ry difficult
one -and takes much, time- and energy#

With the salaries paid at

present i t is. most difficult to. secure women of the peculiarly
essential characteristics and. training needed in, this work*
The f ir s t essential to be sought in a housemother would seem
to be a social view-point*

Boat women who would be attracted

by the salaries paid at the. -school would, not bare the necessary
point of view toward delInquent g irlsj neither would they have
the ab ility to give the g irls the-, proper type of training.*

The

sense of values of such women would not be a ll that could he
desired*

It is possible to secure housekeepers of a sort,, but

to secure women whose personalities are such as to enable them
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to act as mothers to the girls' seat to Peak, whose, refinement
is such that' the- g irls -earn-set. her up as an. ideal, is a very
difffault task*

The ability to teach, and teach a ll day long,

not only by explanation and leadership but also by example, is
another seeming essential of thecettage matron* -She should
be firm, yet kind;- .she should- be a- -woman after whom the g irls
may copy.,, yet she should possess understanding- and sympathy#
A young- woman- seemingly would not do- for this- position; pre
ferably, ' too.,., she should: be a mother, or one in whom the sense
of motherhood is well developed*
The- task of f inding women with a ll these- and ether Quali
fications- is indeed a difficult one*

Training is essential,

either previous to employment or subsequent to it*.

Mrs*. Barrett..

has usually been fortunate in securing -women who approach: the
*

ideals- required but at other times she has been, less fortunate*
A woman who seems to possess the- qualifications may be careless
-as- a housekeeper,, may develop into a matron who is interested
only in externals#

She .may not- be able to understand and

control the g irls, and the coming- of each new -matron signals to
the girls the task of finding out- Just how far they can go with,
the- newcomer.

The new matron' may.start well and later develop

into a trouble maker among* the- g irls, mot backing the supertax
ten-dent in her policies*

On the other tend, she may be non-

cooperative because she. thinks the .superintendent too easy with
tfbadn girls-*

The i l l s which often beset- a person who has become,

institutionalized a i l l i e in wait for the worker- in the Virginia
school*

I t is apparent that to fillin g a position as cottage matron
I t is necessary to- find' someone who possesses some- of the
qualities needed and who potentially is capable of development
along other limes*

Then the task of training begins#

The 'matron

must be developed in the fields to which she is lacking while
at the same time she mast be held to standard to the ways In
which she was- seeming previously qualified*.

After -a prolonged

period of trial, and training i t may be found that she cannot be
brought :to the general standard required and the task must be
started over once, again with no certainty of -success*

As has

already been stated, the position of cottage matron, next to the
position of superintendent., is the position most difficult to
fill,: as i t 'is the matron who is to closest contact with the
girls and i f is she whose influence upon the g irls is the most
direct and important*
In a school such as the Virginia Industrial School where
so much has to- be- done by example,, where Instruction is a matter
of a l l day long, the workers in a ll fields have to be teachers*
The laundry help, the farm help*, the secretary to- the superin
tendent, the nurse, everybody, to fact, must be classed as
teachers*

Hence, a laundry worker cannot be Just another

laundry worker, but must fee a. teacher* possess a social perspeet*

ive, fee an example to the g irls, and must In every way occupy a
position of great importance and fee a woman of character*

By

the same -token.,, a farmer cannot fee just a farmer, nor a secretary
Just a secretary*

The employment problem, then, is greatly

complicated fey the peculiar nature of the work as is the case in

a ll correctional schools*

Problem

children

must hare superior

..advantage© because they are handicapped a t the start*.

The

reeling generally prevails that almost anything is good enough
for delinquents* when*, as a matter of fact,, the best is hardly
good enough.•

With the need as it' is* and with the public View

point a© i t Is*. the' task of attracting well trained workers is
most d ifficu lt for salary reasons and other considerations.*
The task of' securing & well-trained sta ff for the Virginia
i

Industrial School with a ll i t s complications' is unusually d if
ficult*

I t is l i t t l e short of marvelous that the superintendent-

has secured the very fine type of worker' that she has secured*
Her task would be made more easy and her energies would be re
leased for other purposes i f she were,,., through a higher salary
scale,*-, enabled to compete at -a higher level fox* her personnel*
The task of securing we11-trained academic teachers pre
sent© approximately the same problem although i t is seemingly
somewhat less acute as I t is possible to- secur© persons who
have had teacher training*

Bore again*, though* the- feeling that

the best is not essential for the problem child is reflected
through the salary scale*

The school must- compete with other

institutions and school© for teacher© who are peculiarly trained
and otherwise conditioned for work with, problem children*

In

this competition i t Is hampered by a low salary, budget..
The problem of turnover Is one which gives great concern
but the school 5ms been in many ways very fortunate*

fortune has been due to toe ability of the present

This good

superintendent

to attract to her a high grade of worker at a relatively low
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salary and to imbue that mortar- with something of the sp irit of
the founder*

Were the superlnten&cnt able to compete a t a

higher salary level* however*. the problem of tenure wouM be
gratifyingly modified*

tornover ia a school such as.this one

where- so much personal, attention la --necessary In. order-to
condition a new worker is a very expensive proposition both
financially and from' the stemdpoint of a weakened efficiency*
toe time of everyone is so filled , that' m m k of an essential
nature must be neglected to order to take the time to- train new
workersr thus lowering appreciably, the quality of work done*
On page #8 of- her book* draining Schools for Delinquent
Girls* Margaret Beeves says:
**&n adequate number of •employees, is a need 'only second in
importance, to- their quality.*- ihere will be definite limits to
what highly trained employees can accomplish i f their number
is too small:* to dealing with mad justed g irls individual
contact is of fmdaisental importance, tola can be provided,
satisfactorily -only where the staff approaches adequacy* If
girls are handled, en masse« we must expect few -permanent ad
justments ."i
More will la te r be said relative- to the fact that' the
Virginia Industrid School la understaffed.

Probably this'

condition of too few workers to carry- on the work satisfactorily
is one o f the gravest dangers-, faced by the superintendent*
Certain specific recommendations for augmenting the- s ta ff will
be made later*
Ihe qualities which should, be possessed by workers In re—
educational institutions are discussed by Margaret Beeves*
pages 72 and 73. ^

1 Ibid.
2

Ib id .

She does not pretend to evaluate the various

attributes but says that they should vary from condition to con
dition in various institutions*

She discusses the qualifications-

in the'followtog ordert
.1 * High ideals and strength of charao-ter. ’
3

* Ability to see ultimate

150aIs

and to strive for them. •

3*- Open mlndedness with common sense and deep Insight*4* Bsseurcefulness*

5 . l o c a l i t y t o the- admin I s tr a t ion *
6

* S e n se of proportion which includes a sense of humor*

7. Pleasing personality.
8

* Youthful point of view.’

9-.* leadership.
Another qualification which the- author speaks of as being- ab
solutely essential for the- membera of the- staff Is a- scientific
point of view*

In discussing this need* pages 74* 7-5* she says :'

"All the members of the-• staff who- work directly with the
g irls should hold a scientif ic point of view toward the problem
of delinquency^ that is* they should try to find the causative
factors of any'antisocial act rather than to dwell upon the act
Itself* toe- amount of knowledge of the -subject possessed by.
workers will vary with, their- positions and: the- type of work to
which they are engaged! but a i l should keep abreast- of the
latest ideals in the field, t h i s may be done to various ways**'
through reading periodicals and books, through attending
lectures and conferences, and* if possible* by taking -occasional
courses during vacations-, or even stopping work for a short
period for the purpose of further study."!
Margaret Beeves, to discussing the question of tenure,
points -out the danger of workers staying too long to an insti*
tut Ion.

toe- danger- set forth is the possibility of "getting into

a rut" in ease the worker stays too long and continuously in an

institution*

to© author says, page- 73:

work for people with-physical, mental,-, of moral
abnormalities, I t is especially important, that workers do not
remain too long so as to become warped in their views toward
the problems presented*- To train boys or g irls to lead normal
lives in an -outside coamranityy they should cm© In contact with
men ■
and women who themselves have not. been too long separated
from community living.*' Each new staff -worker generally brings
some different Ideal* to© addition of an individual or a.
group of young people famishes fresh Interest and enthusiasm
to older workers*"!
At -the Virginia industrial school,, however, them seems
l i t t l e danger from too long a tenure i f one-may judge- the
future in terms of the past*

Again,., in view of the fact that

workers- newly employed are generally untrained, .and in view of
the- difficulty of properly training new employees, i t would
seem, that the- losses entailed by a change of personnel would,
much more than offset the gains from the infusion of untrained
.new workers*
toe constant attempt to improve the quality of workers
employed at the- school must go on*

to© handicaps of limited

budget.,, inadequate supply of trained workers, and a ll the other
handicaps previously mentioned must be faced and accepted as
merely obstacles to- be overcome unless I t is possible to changeunderlying conditions*

toe progress which has already been

made in many respects- presages a hopeful outcome*
toe school needs many more workers in order to continue in
an efficient manner the work which i t is now doing*

A parol©

officer is unquestionably the greatest need from the standpoint
of sta ff augmentation*

toe consequences of neglect of the im

portant functions of such an officer have been outlined*
1

Ibid.

In

addition to. a trained, parol© off!ear, though,, there are various
■other .additions which. should be- made to the staff*
A re lie f matron is probably the greatest- -need next- to a
parole officer.

At present when' a matron takes an afternoon

off;, i t is- necessary for someone who is- already overloaded with
work to -assume the duties, of the absent matran*-

Obviously, a

definite time for rest and recreation ought to be a part of
every fmirou% schedule*

At present,, however,. a sense of penal**-

Iming fellow workers inhibits to a great degree the good which
should accrue from the leisure..

When a matron is i l l under the

present system i t is necessary for others to- double up on work,
to toe- detriment- of toe quality of results -achieved*

If a

matron is i l l for any appreciable length of time i t is .necessary
to employ some new and. untrained per son to take her place and the
school suffers in consequence! moreover, toe income of the sick
one,, no matter what her length'of service or-the degree of her
faithfulness, is stopped..

Such a eon&i tion is many times tragic

■when the small salaries of toe matrons are considered*

A matron

whose duty i t -would be to relieve others on their afternoons off
and who could take the place of anyone who was 111 should be
added to the staff -in the- interests of efficiency and justice*
farm Cottage., the original house on the fam, is -not
provided at present- with fa c ilitie s for the care of the g irls.
I t is not well adapted to the- u s e s of-such an institution except
for g irls too-- are about ready fox* parole, but ten or twelve
honor girls could occupy the cottage with a well trained matron
in charge*

Oppox'tunlty fox* a more Intimate contact between the

matron and the girls who are just about to leave would thus be
afforded*

Too much consideration cannot be given to the lack of

intimate personal contact between matrons and girts*

Federation

Cottage was built for thirty-five -girls and now houses fifty-one.
Virginia Cottage was designed for f if ty -and is now- occupied by
sixty-eight*

Cinder such conditions i t is Impossible to secure

the touch which is necessary to do the greatest possible- good*
A contact such as the one- described as possible -in lam Cottage
would famish a valuable added touch to the girls* reeducation*
There Is no dietician a t the school*

toe cook is an

exoeilent one and she is able to give the girls- excellent train-'
ing in practical cookery,

in planning the school diet, however,

a dietician would be a great aid and would be able to train the
g irls scientifically In- diet before they go out as domestics*
While the school is of course, not large enough to- employ
a resident dentist, a resident psychologist, or a resident
psychiatrist, the work of the school could be made much more
efficient were i t possible- to make arrangements to have the
services -of three such specialists made available- for call as
needed*

toe girls often times- have bad tooth troubles at ad

mission and i t is necessary to have the teeth -extracted by the
visiting physician under the present arrangement.

I t Is

d ifficu lt to teach the proper lessons In oral hygiene under
such -circumstances*

There is no money available a t present to

aecure anything like proper dental service.

If I t were possible

to arrange for the traveling clinic from the state to pay

saved and the proper tooth habits resulting from this arrange
ment would be most worth while.
toe girls are now given psychological and psychiatric
examinations by the Children*© Bureau before they are committed
to the institution*-

Little use is made of the reports as

compared with the use which could he made i f i t were possible
to secure further psychological and psychiatric services after
the children have been committed*

The traveling clinics from

the state department could profitably be sent to the school
periodically*

Further psychological measurements and follow-

ups would be helpful in view of the fact that so many of the
girls are of low grade mentality,

toe task of providing for

individual differences would be greatly facilitated by periodic
v isits by a trained psychologist*
In the light of present day scientific knowledge of
problem children a knowledge which unquestionably points toward
the need of highly trained specialists as advisers for those
who train problem children I t is l i t t l e short of sheer neglect
on the part of the state to fa il to provide such advice,

toe

traveling clinic, at present so ably conducted under the
direction of Br# Hewell, could aid adjustment In the case of the
children at the Industrial School to a very large degree.

When

the added cost is considered in relation to the results which
would surely be achieved, the failure to provide for such v isits
can be explained only in terms of oversight.
Thus i t will be seen that the problems presented by the
personnel of the staff at the school are among the gravest which

those which grow out of quality and those which grow out of
number of workers.-

■Steps should- he taken at- once to- enable the

work of the' -school to he bettered by securing better trained
Workers.* but well trained workers can do l i t t l e when they are
too. greatly overworked, and when they ham not the- advice and

The quickest way to get an idea o f the great and rapid
progress which lias been made in the State during ike past
fifteen years in the treatment and care of problem children is
to examine the records of the Industrial School*

fbe commit

ment papers- o f the- earlier -days of the school were unscientific
and useless from an informstional standpoint*

They told only

the complaint against the child, and that clothed in a meaning
less ■legal Jargon which could he o f l i t t l e or no- use toward re
education*-

-O
n some- records were shown somebody’s Judgment

relative to the disposition of the g irl, given in general terms,
and in- some cases a physician’s report accompanied the papers*
These physicians reports usually were .simple statements that
the g irl was physically f i t to be committed*

In many cases the

physician ventured a Judgement relative to the mentality of the
girl.,, and while It was Impossible to- -measure the accuracy o f
these guesses, i t seemed that as many were wrong as were right .
The early commitment papers, then, were mere legal forms sub
mitted to f u lf il l a legal requirement.

Heferenee to appendix G

will show that i t was not until X9&5, ten years after the found-

m
teg o f t h e school, teat the record©- o f commitment proved helpful
to the authorities- of the school.
When the present study was made, an attempt at thorough
case studies preyed futile:.

In the- -early cases., the- commit

ment records were so scant that -an insufficient amount of -case
history was available for scientific use- and therefore informa
tion amassed about a g irl of that period was relatively in-'
valuable due to lack of background.

In the case of later girls

whose commitment records are valuable sources- of information-,
the trouble with case studies arises from the fact of inadequate
parole and post-parole- records.

I t was f e lt that a study of

girls mow in tee Institution -from the standpoint of data avail
able and data which might be secured from tee present school
population would not be sufficiently complete to -carry scientific
value.
'Commitment papers of a ll g irls who have- been committed
since the opening of the school were studied.-

tee- statistic s

given in appendix C were gathered from this examination.

Com

plete notes, were taken on -the 1 W cases which seemed to present
the most- Interest teg and the most typical problems*
are really -complete abstracts of these 120 cases.

These motes

'Prom these

120 cases fifty samples were taken and the parole and postparole records for the fifty girls were studied carefully and
abstracts were made*

A t the completion of tee study of the fifty

parole records I t seemed useless to continue.

In some few- cases

sufficient evidence was available bote from the standpoint of
commitment and parole to present a fairly complete case,, hut

there were not enough such records to enable- any conclusions tobe drawn.

I n tee cases where -there was a sufficient amount of

-data on parole, i t was generaXly In eases where the g irl had
failed to mate good*

Ho data was usually available in case©

where the g irl had -made a satisfactory adjustment*
A few- case summaries will he given to show the type of
Information' available*

ease number- one is of a twelve year

oM. g irl admitted to the institution in 1922 for delinquency*
The- mother smM that the child was illegitimate and she did. not
know who m s the father of the child*.

The girl, had been living,

with her grandmother where she apparently had been well treated
in a superficial way*.

The g ir l was*, however, prone to stay out

a ll night regularly,, sleeping under the porch, in wagons, or
anywhere, she was able*
worker*

She wa-a apparently honest and a good

I t was- reported, however,, that the neighborhood -and

home produced an Improper- atmosphere for the- @lrl*s upbringing.
Here were some- facta to- work with, enough to show,... a t
least,, an Interesting case-*-

.Her- parole record showed only the

date of her parole and tee name of the person t o whom she was
paroled,*SG#. 1920*

This information was given under the date -Of September
In tee f ile with this parole paper was a le tte r under

date of November 5, 1920 from the superintendent of the- school
to the- woman to whom the child had- been paroled.

This le tte r

referred to a le tte r just received from the -woman in which she
had reported the g irl as not behaving*return of tee child to tee school*

Mrs* Barrett advised tee

Hothing more in tee way of

information was. found in the school records # -and- apparently

neither the child non the- woman to whom she- was- paroled had been
heard, from again*
Thia was a ease- where a parole- officer should have hem
available

to v is it the home and keep in constant touch with the

girl and with her m m surroundings * The super intendont cannot
attend to the work even by m i l , due to lack of time and assistsnee*

There- i s in th is ease the potentialities of an interesting

and helpful case study, but there is insufficient information m
to the- parol© and -the post-parole periods to complete tee work*
■Case two was Interesting ’in. i t s complications as i t was
presented through the- commitment records*
1925 at the age -of thirteen*-

She was admitted in

Her fatherwhereabouts was- un

known and her mother had just had. a child by the "star boarder”.
The girl, had three sisters,- aged five, .seven, and eighteen*
was committed for habitual immoral 'Conduct*
she led other g irls to meet m m

She

I t was reported that,

for the purpose of prostitution,,

and that numerous white- men were involved•

Physical examination

showed her to be 0% uMerweight,. showed evidences of past ©ex
experiences, and showed a vaginal discharge which was- probably -a
gonococcus infection.
in -school*

-She had been through only the second grade

The psychiatrist reported her us a sex delinquent•

The psychological tests gave her 1* q* us 60, unweighted*
Here was tee case of a girl whose upbringing had been of the
worst*

She was conditioned to sex delinquency having been living

in an atmosphere of sexual laxity*

The case should have shown

just what could be done with such a child, just hew-many of the
knots could have been untied*

The parole- records shewed the
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name and address of the wonan to whom she had "bean paroled and
the fact that she was to receive a beginning wage of §10 par
month*

4 few monthly reports were given showing' the disposition

of the wages and inclosing #2 -a month to be p u t in the. bank by
tea* Barrett#

Further than, that no- data were available about

the child,#
Base number three shows a- girl, of seventeen admitted in
April# 192V an a delinquent and with an entire l i s t of her mis-*'
deeds*

Her father and. mother were both 'unknown*

At the age.

of two months she had been taken by a. woman and brought up as
one of the woman*s own children*

Three months before commit

ment she le f t home and went to- live with a man* supporting him
by stealing*

She was shewn to have assumed .numerous aliases*

Physical examination showed open lesions which needed immediate
antl-leutio treatments*

Her X*

was- 82, which when weighted

placed her in the borderline group*
her -a mental age of seven years.*
case*

The Forteus Mase Test gave

Here- was another interesting

The g irl had'all sorts of opportunity for mental conflict,

and no doubt this was her primary trouble*

After she- le f t the

institution in duly* IBM# paroled to a woman to a city at a
given address# nothing more had been heard from her*

A parole

officer should have been in constant touch with this girl*
The g irl in case number four was committed in. 1926 at. the
age of fifteen as delinquent and dependent*

Her father was un

known♦ Her mother did not work*, had remarried* had been fined
for drunkenness ■
on numerous occasions*
ment the mother was 40 years- of age*.

At the time of commit
The g irl had one- sister*.

m
age 6, being oared f o r by others.

The g irl tinder question bad

been brought up by a woman who was not financially able to take,
care of her*
character*.

The m o th e r bad. a general reputation as a bad
I t was reported that- th e g ir l would not work* neither

would she stay in nights-*,
led#

i t was reported that ©he was easily

Physical examination showed gonorrhea*

The g irl showed

an 1# q* of 52., which when weighted placed her -in the group of
high grade- defectives*

Here was a poorly conditioned .girl who

should have been closely followed a l l through her parole- period
and who should have had constantly the benefit of the most
skilled advice* ’She was paroled in September, 1928, to-a woman
whose name and address were given and the parole record "did not
go beyond that*
In case five,, the .girl a t the age of thirteen was committed
in 1925 as being incorrigible*-., Her father, a laborer who earned
from #6 to #12 a week, had deserted the .mother*

Hia age -was 3?*

The mother, aged 32, was reported to be- in good health*
were,,four children in the family*

There

The home -conditions and the

environment were both reported as poor#

The mother was struggl

ing to make a living for her family without aid. but was mot able
to furnish the proper kind of home f o r the children*

M ere was a

case which looked, with the insufficient data given a t commitment
to have a rather hopeful prognosis*
only two documents*

Her parole record showed

The f ir s t was a le tte r fro m t h e g irl to

Mrs* Barrett in which she asked, permission to go to Peak for the
Fourth of July circus, and the -second a le tte r from Mrs • Barrett
to the g irl giving th e permission*.

.There is no data to fe ll of.

the' p e totXva success of the g irl bn ■
parole*
These- cases should be_ sufficient to- show the paucity of
informafion ■
available*

Of the f if ty ease© studied completely,

but eight carried- sufficient material to show a satisfactory
history and i t -was f e l t that-‘nothing-of value- could be arrived
at fro m a study of eight ease# out of five hundred and ten*
■The usual record needs of industrial schools for delinquent
girls are classified by Margaret- Beeves,, page- 179, as:
X
*.
2*
3*
4*

Population statistics*
identifying information for each- girl*
Changing classification*
Social,, medical, psychological, and educational
records for each child*
5* Financial records*^
At the institution at Peak, moat of these records are made in
some form or -other but due- to lack' of help they cannot be kept
in a proper manner*

The office work a t the school is behind

-and only the most essential work can he attended, to a t all*
There is but one office- assistant to Mrs*. Barrett- -and she- is
so busy in the -secretarial capacity that .she has l i t t l e
opportunity to do clerical work.

As i t is,, she works- nights

in order to keep up wi th the- -work ■which she has to do*

She

should have an assistant for -full time- work in order to any
where nearly do the office work as it should be done*

The

particular record which seems to suffer most is the record
described as Changing Classification.

Tory l i t t l e record is

kept in a positive way of the girls* progress*

All is done that

can be done with the present organisation but much seemingly
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essential data are lacking*
Certain bound permanent records have been purchased by the
school at the r eeommendatioa of the .state department hut nobody
at the school has ted the opportunity to -gather the facts- con
cerning each ohiM. and enter these- facts in the hooks*

The

writer took two cars fu ll of' students from his advanced classes
to the institution one week-end this past spring, and supervised
the- students- 1m starting; this work*

-This- Sumer one of the

students in this group tea consented to give, her time during
her summer vacation to relieving the secretary while the latter
has -her vacation and then to remain the rest of the summer to
continue the 'work of writing the records,.

She cannot In one

summer* however, begin to- complete the task*

'The state should

not force one of its institutions' to depend on such an arrange
ment to get essential work done*

f t is hoped that during the

earning winter some- arrangement can he- made whereby the ‘important
material contained in the file s and attics of the- school may he
classified and recorded*

Flans are under way to continue the

work started the past spring and supplemented this summer* From
a scientific standpoint* i t is regrettable that such valuable
.material is not made available for study*
During the coming year* the writer*., in collaboration with
an e ^ e r fenced case worker In Blehmon&, hopes, to sta rt a detailed
study of the g irls confined in the institution at the time,
getting as complete case histories ms is possible- together with
a ll other information obtainable from teste and otherwise,

The

plan is to follow the hundred or so girls for two or three years

after they leave the institution in -an attempt to gather .some
worlcable material on the €elinqttient Hegro g irl in ‘Virginia •

OH&F53S8 f i t

IfeUfeal 'Service ami social Hygiene

There is no resident physician at the school*

'Mere is

not a real need for- one -as the school lias one of the best
equipped hospitals the writer has- ever seen at a school of any
kind, has: a graduate nurse, constantly in attendance, and lias a
regular- vis iting doctor from 'Hicteend and a local doctor who
has a weekly clinic and la also subject to- emergency call*

The

population of the school is too small to warran t a .resident
physician as long as clinics my he arranged regularly and as
long as i t is possible to- have a doctor available, for emergency*
One day -a week the doctor (a ■woman) goes to the school
from Richmond*

She i t 1® who toe charge of a ll venereal cases-.

She gives- a ll of the arsenic treatments and leaved directions
with the- nurse for the mercury treat menta as well as for treat
ments in cases' of gonorrhea*

She takes all. -the blood for test

purposes and also makes the smears*.

The local doctor has a week

ly clinic for a ll cases other..than venereal and is- always, ready
to respond to a call- in an emergency*

Me has -served the- school

well and faithfully.
'There, is very l i t t l e sickness among the g irls .

The super In-

tenderi, herself , has a forceful way Of treat lag certain e a s e s
such as hysteria and "fainting fits" on the part o f girls who
demand attention#

Some time ago- a g irl was admitted who, when

ever a crowd was assembled, became mys tb t iotisly subject to
"spells"*.' The g irl was sent- to a d title in 11ehstond whore she
.was given.,a very careful -examination and the "spells" pronounced
as having no physiological source*

The next Saturday at a base

ball game- just a t an exciting time- when 'the attention of the
crowd was centered upon the play*., tie g irl dropped to tie- ground
In a seizure* When she was brought to consciousness she found,
the. superintendent in charge of things*

Mrs* -Barrett, lad allow

ed no sympathetic attention to be d ir e c ts to the g irl, and when
the g irl pronounced herself a ll right again* the superintendent
looked the g irl in the eye and said, "I dare you to do that
again!

Jhst you try it!"

'the g irl is- apparently cured*

same treatment has .proved effective in other cases*

The

From the

writer*s knowledge -of the. persons he doubts i f the g irl ever
accepts the dare', but nobody knows leas what would be the result
if she did than does the superintendent•

The healthful, lif e

lead by the .girls- seems to have its affect but in- case of i l l 
ness the g irl is a t once carefully attended to*
The glrla who are underweight seem, to gain in weight in a
most unusual manner and those who are overweight seem to lose*
The regular living habits established at the school have a re
markable tonic effect upon the girls*

All chronic difficulties,

no matter how trivial* are skillfully corrected a t once.

The

girls are sent to the various- hospitals and clinics in Richmond

■for treatment for such chronic disabilities, .and the g irl is.
put into th e finest physical condition as soon as is 'possible*
Very little , can be said in the. way of sweeping generalities
about venereal diseases a t t h e school*

Beferenee ■
to appendix

Q will show the history of syphilis and gonorrhea since 1922*
T h em , have- been several physicians- in charge of the venereal
work, and the type of report rendered has differed with different,
doctors*

One-, la tempted to- doubt: the validity of a low rate of

venereal disease in any institution of the nature- of this one- or
a low rate in any particular year*

Such low rate is probably

indicative o f a failure to discover a ll traces- of social
dlseaseg^

The only figures available for comparison with other

schools are general figures embracing institutions for white
girls,. for colored girls,: and. for white and colored girls- to
gether.

In Institutions which are used as preventive treatment f

the rate of venereal disease would naturally- be lower than in
the case of schools •which are used only as places, of la s t resort*
The Virginia school is used in the la tte r manner -and the rate is
probably higher than in many other schools*

Another unfortunate

difficulty is that there is no adequate record -as to the source
of .the infection.

I t is -estimated by those in, charge of the

work that in the cases of syphilis reported, probably fifty per
cent are .congenital and fifty percent acquired,,, but such state
ment is at best an estimate*
in 1932, 1923, 1924 a low percentage of syphilis is shown*
The sudden rise in 1923 and 1926 followed by a low rate in 198?
and again by a tremendous jump in 1928 and 1929 cannot indicate,
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so i t would seem, the percentage of girls infected with syphilis*
Prebably the lower- figures indicate eases overloQleed and the
higher figures- indicate, an' awahening -and are probably magnified
by the-.diseoyery of previously existing eases in the older
school population*

"These variations- also- reflect to some extent

the alertness and thoroughness *of different doctors*

"The same

condition i s probably irue '.in- the ease of gonorrhea in only a

s l i t t e r degree*.
figures on the numbers of oases- discharged as cured were
not included, as i t was not. f a i t that they were sufficiently
accurate for s ta tis tic a l •purposes*-

I t was found that the- same-

m ethod, -of determination relative be cure was- not used a t a ll
times*

inywhere fro m -one--to three negatiwe Wassermann- tests

haye hem used, a t -different times, to determine cure.*

"The times

at which the tests hare been-, given have varied as. has the
length of time between tests*

Under these varying conditions

It- was fe lt that the figures presented- might not only be in
accurate but. would be subject- to unfair and Inaccurate inter
pretation*
fhere are many reasons why accurate statistics, should be
gathered In regard to the social disease conditions -at the
Virginia Industrial School*

In order to- gather these- -statistics,-,

uniform methods should be -employed oyer a period of years * "The
very latest, and best methods should be used and they should be
used without variation until such time as better methods are
discovered*
carefully*

The effect of the changes should 'then be noted
In this way, accurate and useful information would

no ease s im ll be considered cured until a t least on© year after
tto last treatment has boom given to the Case of syphilis.*

Bur**

tog the year there should be no objective or subjectiire symptoms
and there should be no posi t toe Wassermanns and a t leas t three
negatives*..

fhere shonM be a negative provocative Wassermann

reaction, a negative spinal, fluid reaction, and a complete
physical, ©laminaMon including a. leutin test- before a case of
syphilis should be pronounced cured.

Accurate information as

to date and identity of the patient should be kept.

In the case

of gonorrhea, the patient should: be free from urethral and
vaginal discharge and at least two snceesstoe ©xamiimtfons. of
the: nrethm,. vagina,, and cervix should show negative reactions*
Bven then, from the standpoint of social well being, the patient
should be called in at late r times for reexamtoabton.

’These

standards. seem to be the best available but subsequent studies
may change them*

fhey were taken from "Venereal Disease control-*

Standards for Discharge of Carriers**, B* S* Public Health Service
Washington, 1918, pp. 3~4, as quoted by Margaret Reeves, p* 214.^
Ho scientific and systematic procedure to sex ©ducat ion is
given at the school.

On page .Bib of' her book, ’Training Schools,

for Be!inquest Oirls, Margaret Reeves- writes of sex education in
industrial schools as follower
"In the past there has been a tendency to correlate rather
closely questions of sex education with those of venereal disease
fhis often 'results to a far too narrow toterpretation of the
purpose of proper sex education,, and gives too' great emphasis to

1 Ibid.

its negative aspects* nevertheless, . t o a training school for
delinquent g irls, the two subjects bear some relation to each
other. Just as the situation In regard to venereal disease
presents special features and is of great importance In such
an institution, so does the question of sex education, and many
of' the reasons' are similar.
As to the person who should give the Instruction, on page
216 of the study, is found the following:
"Haturally one of the f i r s t questions which arises is-:
W
ho will give th is instruction? 'Most of us agree that it- is
preferable for a child* s f ir s t sex knowledge to be received from
her own parents, i f the father and mother are at a ll equal to
the task* In the case of these adolescent g irls who have been
removed from their homes and sent to state institutions, i t 1»■
safe to say that the large majority have had no proper sex
instruction at home* What they know of sex matters has generally
been learned from other children and from evil associates*"2
Tim purpose of sex education is defined on page 217 of the
same work,
"The true purpose of sex education with these delinquent
girls is not so much of giving detailed information {though
misinformation must be corrected}, as of creating the proper
attitude- toward sex. Most of these girls have had considerable
experience in lif e which they need to forget* T
s’ith some the
sex impulse has been permitted so free an expression that i t
overshadows a ll other impulses* Such g irls meed to be given
a different perspective to relation to the whole question.
Then there is a group who have cose to sorrow through their sex
experiences and, now feel that every matter relating t© sex-is
necessarily sordid and evil* This group must be- taught to think
of normal sex expression as both natural and wholesome***3
On page 218 is found the following on type of instruct lorn:
"toe type of instruction in children1© institutions which
is sometimes given in classrooms, chapel exercises, or cottage
gathering seems of questionable value i f not of positive
danger* Group work calls for great skill* In the hands of the
novice i t offers many pitfalls* If i t is to he given, girls
should be carefully 'classified by age and former experience, and
the teaching adapted, to their needs*- While group instruction
is being used to some places successfully, including a number of
these schools, I t is not recommended for wholesale adoption in
them at this time. I t is safer to talk to the girls separately.

girls receive comes through the program

o f character training

which consists of assembly tables by I r s • .Barrett -on self.control*

T h is special piece of work Is well conceived and Is

eseeuied in an excellent manner but i t contains a rather meager
amount of -direct' s o x education.

Sex thought is directed to a.

very high level bat the supor intendent, herself, i s not
satisfied that her telhs begin to f i l l the need*

She is un

decided as to the best way to teach the subject*

The whole

method of b o x education at the school should receive careful

study ^and worh should be started at once in the. light of present
day Knowledge of method and course content *.

2.00

'From a study such as IM t one, ■
certain general conclusions
may well be drawn*

to attempt will be made bore to summarize

the conclusions which result from th is atody*

They w ill be

presented to.more ox- lose the order la which they were brought
out to the study except that some rearrangement la attempted
to the interest of the relation of one conclusion to the other*
1.

’The State of Virginia has upon i t m booh an unusually

up-to-date .and farsighted -node of "laws as they pertain to public

♦

service*

The State should guard against -any sense of content

ment resulting from the fact- -of its excellent tows,, however ,
constantly Iceeptog them .revised to meet new conditions and new
thought in the fields of criminology and penology*
3#

The state has failed to provide adequate financial

backtog for the institutions provided for under the law*

to

the case of the. school under study,, this .lack of proper financ
ing manifests its e lf most pronouncedly f ir s t in the matter of
salaries * By a il criteria available by which to Judge the

salaries which should be paid.,, the -salaries paid at- the Virginia
Industrial School for Colored Girls are Insufficient to .attract
■workers with the proper experience and training*

The second

way in which this- failure to provide financial aid is ^mani
fested is through the physical plant*
overcrowded.*

The dormitories are badly

The dormitory armngaaent la provided with a view

to low coat 'rather than with a -view to beat possible results, as
indicated by the large dormitory unite*
S*

'The state owes a deep debt of gratitude to the founder

and present superintendent of the institution for the ab ility
which she gives the sta te in such a self-sa ori f i cing manner-*
The state owes a debt of gratitude, also,- to the women of the
state who have given- of themselves to such, a large degree in
getting- the school started and in furthexing it s work after i t
was started*
4*

The institution a t Peak is .run extraordinarily well as

to results achieved In light of the money available for expenses*
SU Mo conclusions of a specific nature can be- arrived at
from- .the -existing records*

I t would be unfair and selen tific a lly

dangerous to try to draw any conclusions, from these records*
6*

It would seem unjust to attempt to draw any conclusions

from available data- on venereal cases, as such conclusions -would
probably be inaccurate*
7.

The training given a t the school is proving of great

value to the g irls brought under the care of the school in cases
in which the child is mentally capable- of profiting by the work*
There are,, however, too many g irls included in the school.

20%
population who, because ®T n vary definite
are unable to profit by the training In anywhere near the- degree
necessary in order to warrant their commitment to the industrial
School.
S..

The records are inadequate and are poorly kept*

The

reason for th e laxity in record keeping Is purely one of an
inability to keep the records properly with the help lUOTished
under the budget.
9.
school*

There Is inadequate provision for szm ecfueat ion at the
This is., perhaps-, the greatest fau lt to be found with

the type of training given.

In the ■
light of the study Just concluded, 'there- seem to be
carta,in. reeoimmndatioas which might wall be made.

These re*

commendations are made to both the- authorities of the state, who
hare in their charge the .institutions -of the state and to the
authorities, of the school.

The- recommendations are divided into

the things which,, i t seems to the writer, should be done
immediately and into things which should be borne in mind -and
should be taken into consideration in shaping the future of the
school*

Trgme&iate Meeds-1
1*

The sta ff should be augmented and money

should be provided for such augmentation*

The

additions- should be made in a ll cases a t once, but
i f such procedure is impossible, the additions
should be- made in the order of the importance of

the needs o f the school*

I t seems th a t the needs

arran g e themselves, in th e follovring o rd ers

fa) a

p a ro le o f f i c e r , Ch} a r e l i e f matron,, Co) a m atron
fo r Fern C ottage, (d) an -additional, o f f ic e worker,
le 3 d e n t a l , p s y c h ia tric ,, and p sy ch o lo g ical' s e rv ic e s
should h a arranged fo r,, such se rv ic e b e in g provided
e i t h e r upon c a l l -or In r e g u la r p e rio d ic c lin ic s #
0*-

Adjustment should be made In the- salary

scale and in the budget to meet that ad jus Meat , to
provide for- the possibility of -securing- better train*
ad workers-*.
SI

Provision should be made elsewhere by the

state for delinquent chiMren who are -feebleminded*
These children should be permanently institutional*
i&ed but they should not %
-e placed a t Peak where the
emphasis is upon, reeducation -and where they hamper
'the work, with the other g irls m

well as- take up

space which could better be taken up by girls-- whose
mental .ability is- such that- they can benefit by the
training:*
4*

Medical sta tis tic s shoxild he .kept in such a

manner that they will show the information from which
one who wants to make a study of the subject could
draw accurate conclusions*

This is particularly true

of s ta tis tic s pertaining to venereal cases-*
5*

Standard practice should be followed at- a ll

time# relative to venereal diseases.*-

This-, is, no

doubt*. feeing done mow* but care should be taken to
make sur$- that i t is always done.

'Bkis ls-; la order

that s ta tistic s .for- one year w ill mean the same
tiling as do sta tis tic s for another year*
0

* 'Hor© e.-<mpXet@
- records should be kept •

fhis

oannot be dene without provision for such additional
work by adding to the existing staff*
?•

Steps should a t once be taken to- proride

proper sex education for the girls- both as to- the
$
■course content and as to method of presentation*

1*

A dietician saxd -a teacher to take charge -of

work in. music and physical training should he added
to the staff*, 'hut not until after- the other workers
mentioned under immediate needs have been added*
2*

Shs- school should look forward to the cottage

plan of dormitories*

Smaller units for heme lif e

would add appreciably to the quality of work which
could be dome*
3*

A new and better school building for class

room., purposes should be built*

The best of architect**

ural advice should be obtained in planning for such a
building and provision should be made for any
additions to the school population which might come,
.about through the enlarging of the plant*
4*

Provision should be made so that pregnant

g irls and unmarried mothers could be cared for under

suitable conditions a t th is school*

These g irls

should not. bo denied the \mquestioned •benefits to
b# derived from residence in the school •
I t is f e lt that with these reoozameadations acted upon, the
school .would 'be enabled to do more nearly -completely the- good
which i t is potentially capable of doing*

f t should be borne,

in mind that with the handicaps under which the school
population of the industrial School is laboring., with the- poor
s ta rt which -they have made, that the best Is none too- good f o r
thorn i f they .are to be reeduea ted to a point where they can
assume their- places as productive civic and economic persons*
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E
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I AitUfil
OTHER B O m cm

$ 17,923.20

20.9

79.1

im s

*8,543.52

72.7

27.3

m m

*8,102.38

65.9

5 4 .1

1919

*57,400,87

52.1

47.9

1920

*32,762.15

30.5

69.5

1921

*23,083.33

85.1

14o9

1922

*22,855.83

80.5

19.5

1923

*30,324.93

85.7

14.5

1924

*32,386.47

83.9

16.1

1923

*34,174.8?

77.5

22.5

1926

*37,037.89

73.2

26.8

192?

38,204.10

69.8

30o3

1928

32,315.19

88.7

11.3

.5
99.5
1922
29.925.04
W" Does not include ~#5&dv"gtren some years’' b y th e 'State Board
of Education for teachersf salaries#
* Does not include restricted donations toward Harris
Barrett Memorial Cottage*

ABPEKEB: STABLE 1
VXRGII’IA IBDBSTSI&I, SCHOOL DAILY PBOGM®
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Husbands *s fu ll name
Wifsfs fu ll name
Post Office, street and number

Marne of nearest B* B* Station
On what line of Baiirsad'

........, ..

. .

Distance and direction of jour borne from the B* B* Station or
frolley lin e

-

How far do- you lire from the post office?
M
ow many are in your family?

Please giro ages and sex*

Homes of other members of your household excepting hired
help? . ■ .

... . .,

-.....................

Is any member of your family an invalid?

..

. ,.............

-..

tm

worn i

mm

2

What help do you keep regularly and a t special seasons?

Give age, sex and character of same and t e l l whether they
lodge- to the house and eat with the family

.

..,. ..,

toe you white or colored?

Age of g ir l desired .

.

.

.

. . ..

.

...

...

Have you ever had a g irl from any Other agency?
Will you see that the g irl has a clean bed and comfortable
g a rte rs to sleep to under your roof?

. . ..

1 ,

.

....

Will you he willing to see that the g irl does not stay out
la te a t night and to- warn her i f she- begins to form
undesirable associates, and i f she fa ils to heed the warning,
to notify the school authorities immediately?
Will you agree to notify the school a t once of any change in
your address and not to transfer the custody of the g irl to
any other person without the consent of the school
authorities?
How often will the g irl attend church and Sunday School

lhat wages are you willing to nay?
Bo you expect the g irl to do the family washing?

tow soon do- yon want the girl .

.

Please give as references the names and addresses

W
HBRK&S, i t is desirable and to the hast interest of the
g irls m the oars of the j i m i n i A x m m s m i m m m a h w m
COLORED aim s that those entitled to parole should t o e good
hoiaes,;'

mm mmnm&m

how , t h e r e f o r e ,
u i t r i b s e t h t h a t b y and
-with the consent of
_
(the g irl}, an
inmate of the irirgiHIa^lSSus^HaSr^SSSooT for Colored Girls,
the said institution, hereinafter called the nMeme* the party
of the f ir s t part, and
hare mutually
agreed •-as follows : to-wit'i
FIRST: That -said Borne by and with- the consent of said
g ir l, w ill deliver said g irl to said party of the second part
to he held by said party o f the second part during the
pleasure of the Borne and the good behavior of said g irl;
always subject, however, to- the discharge- or recall of such
g irl by said Home*
SBCOBD: The party of the secend part agreed to feed,
-clothe and house- said g irl during the time .she is- so paroled.,
and to see that she is kindly treated# The g irl shall be
afforded every reasonable- opportunity to- learn to read, write
and cipher, and to obtain religious instruction; but such
g irl -shall not be allowed to leave- the- premises without
permission and a knowledge of where she is going*
THIRD: The party of the second part agrees to make each
month, and oftener If called for, a report to- the Borne show
ing the condition of said g irl as to her health, schooling,
work and behavior#
FOURTH: The party of the second part agrees to return
the said g irl to the Home whenever so demanded by the Heme,
and the said party of the second part shall have a right to
return such g irl to- the- Home at any time#
FIFTH: In the event that said g irl shall -escape while,
so paroled, i t is agreed that said Home may offer a reward

123.

not to exceed rsn C#1C*0Q} 'Pcllara for the arrest of said
g ir l# ant In the event that site is so a rre ste d then the
party o f the second part shall pay over to the Ifame one*
half'-of the reward so offered*

■
0 iven nador oar- hands on th is ,

., day of

192___, at the o ff lee of the WrginBTfodustr i a l
for Colored G irls , a t Peaks Itonout , Pa*
PiHcmm

smmm fob mumm aims

School

im

m 'B w & m %— w o m i n

Report of

_______

¥IBOTIA CTOTSptlAL SCHOOL

Rendered hy

..

For nioath of

. ....

......
I PS

Wages per month

Monthly Report Fora
for CirLs on Farole*
Report Is Sent to

BAfl

School With Chech for

!

AM
CTSff
S T M BOTCHf BALD FOB BP

'

#g to Be Credited to

S i r l fe Account*

Shows

Manner in ‘Which. Sir Its
Wages Were disposed of*

Remarks

‘

! !

"**

“

1.

Position
miM '
Year

Virginia

In d u stria l
School for
Colored
G irls

.Salaries

White
G irls
§2 * 0 0 0

fi*sm

#2*400

Assistant Super-

iug as Buperiii-*-

Salaries--All
salaries are for
1921 except for
Peak which is for
496

APPENDIX F--TABLE 2

m m

46

#

660000

1918

SO*

1

1919

88

2^667*50

45*02

1920

84

3,748*09

44.62

1921

88

6V04S.S8

68*70

1922

98

6,692*65

68*29

1923

101

7*547*82

74*73

1924

93

8,258*79

88.80

m m

97

8,905#83

91*81

1926

97

18,085*98

103*97

1929

100

10,554#98

105*35

1928

.101.

10,463#66

103*62

1929

100

9,597*17

95*97

^

# 14#07
34#04*

02*30

* Approximately c o rre c t but a l l data not available*

3

-test By Section of* Baited S*

ern
'Bast per
tte nearest

-■'&m

srn

States
,nt<
and

dollar!
Ifuisber of Schools

Hat laore than $50
6

#sx t© #100
#101 t© #130
#151 to #200

4
1

6

%

a

.1

«*

1

1

1.

X

3

* Table taken from ^Training Schools for Delinquent S irls,
page 169.. Figures are for the year 19Si*
** tee school was ©siitted which had had girls in care for less
than a year and whose salary cost per g irl for this period
was consequently abnormal«

136

Record Showing
History o t Soeiai Diseases
aimee X923

